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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
S.I Introduction
Over the past ten years, fuel cells have received increasing
consideration as a potential stand-alone or grid-connected energy
source for residential and commercial buildings. They are especially
well-suited for such applications, because of their environmental
acceptability, high electrical efficiencies, and adaptability to heat
recovery. Recent studies by the Department of Energy [1,2] and the
Electric Power Research Institute [3] have concluded that there is
a significant market for such applications and that fuel cells can
make a valuable contribution in reducing building energy use. In
this study, previous assessments are carried one step further by
• comparing the performance of more than one fuel cell design
in each application considered
• evaluating fuel cell performance against that of realistic
conventional energy systems, specified and costed by an
established architect and engineering firm
• requiring that all on-site, fuel cell systems provide elec-
tric service at a reliability equivalent to that of a typical
electric utility.
The objective of the study is to provide a quantitative basis
for setting fuel cell cost and performance goals by evaluating the
economic and technical performance of three phosphoric acid fuel
cell types as applied in on-site, integrated energy system (OS/IES)
to satisfy the energy needs of residential and commercial buildings.
The technical performance and cost of each fuel cell type was speci-
fied by NASA Lewis Research Center (NASA-LeRC) . The follov/ing four
tasks were accomplished in completing this evaluation:
Task 1 - Application Selection and Characterization
This ta:sk included the selection and characterization of three
residential/commercial applications, selection of three geographic
• -N - . * . -
locations, and estimation of building end use energy loads.
S-l
Task 2 - Energy System Design
Two conventional energy systems and three fuel cell integrated
energy systems were designed for each building in each location.
The conventional systems included an all-electric system and a gas/
electric system. Each fuel cell integrated energy system design
included one of the three fuel cell types under study and various
types of supplementary HVAC equipment configured so as to meet
various required design goals, including utility-level reliability.
Part-load efficiencies of the fuel cells and some other HVAC equip-
ment items were accounted for in evaluating alternative designs.
Each fuel cell OS/IES design subsequently was modified to take
advantage of the alternative assumption of operation with a utility
tie-in.
Task 3 - Cost Estimates
Three categories of costs were estimated, including: installed
capital costs, annual operating and maintenance costs, and annual
energy costs. Installed capital costs were estimated to an accuracy
of plus or minus 20%, and unit energy costs were based on DOE pro-
jections for 1985.
Task 4 - Economic Analysis
Levelized annual costs were calculated for each conventional
and fuel cell energy system. These costs included fixed charges,
purchased power costs, gas costs, operating and maintenance expenses
and local taxes and insurance.
S.2 Application Characteristics and Selected Sites
Residential/commercial applications, representative buildings,
and three alternate sites were selected, then building end-use,
and energy requirements were estimated for each building/location
combination. Three applications were selected to provide electric
power requirements that ranged from 70Kw to 1.4Mw and energy use
characteristics that imposed a range of design requirements. In
addition, each of the three applications was required to constitute:
S-2
• a significant fraction of all residential/commercial
energy consumers
• an economically and technically feasible application for a
fuel cell integrated energy system
• a potentially significant market for fuel cell application.
The applications that were selected to satisfy these criteria
were:
• low-rise apartment building
• retail store
• hospital
A single building design was selected to represent each of these
generic applications. The three buildings were selected to comply
with ASHRAE Standard 90-75 and to present a range of demand loads
on the fuel cells under study. In addition, it was required that
the designs be appropriate and reasonable for the three study lo-
cations. The selected designs were based on three existing build-
ings whose characteristics are summarized in Table S-l. As the table
shows, demand loads for the three buildings range from approximately
lOOkW to 1MW. -Where necessary, these selected designs were modi-
fied somewhat to conform to ASHRAE Standard 90-75.
Three geographic locations were selected that represent a range
of the climatic conditions experienced by major segments of the U. S.
population. The locations that were selected include:
• Chicago, Illinois
• Washington, D.C.
• Dallas, Texas
Hourly, daily, and annual energy requirements were estimated by end-
use for each building in each location. The end-uses considered included
electricity, space heating, space cooling, domestic hot water heating,
cooking, and process heating (for hospital only). The AXCESS
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S-4
building loads analysis program, developed and owned by the Edison
Electric Institute, was used to develop these estimates. Major
inputs to the AXCESS program included building design characteris-
tics, operating profiles, and ASHRAE Test Reference Year (TRY)
weather data for each geographic location.
The AXCESS program was used to provide hourly, monthly, and
annual estimates of building end-use energy requirements for every
fifth day of the typical (TRY) weather years. An annual breakdown
of end-use requirements by application and location is presented in
Figure S-l..
S.3 Energy System Design
S.3.1 Conventional Systems
All-electric and gas/electric conventional energy systems were
designed for each building in each location so as to satisfy the
following criteria:
• design and size using standard ASHRAE procedures
• conform to requirements of ASHRAE Standard 90-75
• for all-electric system, satisfy all energy needs with
purchased electricity
• for gas/electric system, maximize use of purchased gas.
These systems were designed and sized by professional building HVAC
and electrical engineers at the Ballinger Company in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, following the same practices that would be used if the
systems were actually going to be built. System equipment was
specified in" commercially available sizes, and electrical and thermal
schematics were produced. Table S-2 provides a summary listing of
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major conventional system equipment items for the Washington, D.C.
location. As the list indicates, centralized systems were chosen
for the store and hospital and a unitary system for the apart-
ment building.
S.3.2 Fuel Cell Systems (Without) Utility Tie-in
Fuel cell, on-site, integrated energy systems were designed
for each of three fuel cell types for each building in each location.
The design guidelines were as follows:
• maximize use of fuel cell reject heat
• minimize energy system life cycle cost
• provide electric service reliability equivalent to typical
utility
• consider use of various types of supplemental HVAC equipment
Operating characteristics of the three fuel cell types were
specified by NASA. All three are phosphoric acid fuel cells that
may be characterized as follows:
•-
• Type A - Present Generation Fuel Cell
• • Type B - Advanced Technology Fuel Cell
• Type C - Near Term Technology Fuel Cell
The Type A and Type C fuel cell power plants are representative of
those being developed for commercialization in the 1985 time frame„
The type B fuel cell power plant represents a significant technology
advance over the other two types. Figure S-2 shows the electrical
and thermal efficiencies versus operating level for each of the three
fuel cell types.
Figure S-3 illustrates the overall design process that was
utilized in defining the fuel cell integrated energy systems. As
the figure shows, the process consisted of four basic steps. First,
a generalized system configuration was defined (shown in Figure S-4),
S-8
EFFICIENCY
Electrical Efficiency:
Thermal Efficiency:
50
PERCENT OF RATED LOAD
100
Figure S-2. Electrical and Thermal Efficiency of Three
Fuel Cell Types.
AXCESS \
Load V
Proflies /
Define Basic Energy
System Configuration
& Operating Strategy
System Design Options
Equipment Sizing
Based on Typical
Day Analysis
^Equipment Sizes for Each Option
73-day Detailed Simula-
tion of Each Option
Fuel Consumptions; Annual Energy
< Production; Load Profiles
Economic Evaluation of
Each Option; Selection
of Least Cost Alterna-
tive
Least Cost
^Configuration
Reliability Analysis to
Determine No. and size
of Fuel Cell Modules
Calculate
Load
Duration
Curve
Final Designs
Figure S-3. Design/Simulation Approach for OS/IES Without
Utility Tie-in.
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and operating guidelines were established to conform to the design
criteria presented above. Then, for each building in each location
a number of alternate equipment sizings were considered, and a final
size set was selected based on approximate economic and thermal
evaluations of each alternative for four typical days. (Fuel cell
modularity and reliability was not considered at this stage of the
design process.) Using the above design sizes, each fuel cell system
was then subjected to a detailed 73-day simulation, to determine system
performance over a typical weather year. Finally, system reliability
was assessed in order to determine the optimum number and size of
fuel cell modules needed to provide electric service reliability
equivalent to a typical utility.
Fuel cell system reliability was assessed by Public Service
Electric and Gas Company, Newark, New Jersey, against that normally
provided by electric and gas utilities. Each system was designed to
have a "loss of energy probability" of 99.93%. The number and size
of fuel cell modules required to accomplish this were selected so as
to minimize installed fuel cell capital cost. Each fuel cell module
was assumed to have a forced outage rate of 3%. The optimum module
sizes and numbers of modules for each fuel cell system are listed
in Table S-3.
Once the reliability analysis, was accomplished, final design
specifications were made and system schematics were completed.
Table S-4 shows the final fuel cell and HVAC equipment sizes tor each
application in Washington, D.C. Design sizes varied only sligntly
for the other two locations.
S.3.3 Fuel Cell Systems with Utility Tie-In, No Sales
In order to evaluate the costs and benefits of maintaining a
back-up connection between the on-site system and an electric utility,
S-12
TABLE S-3
OPTIMUM MODULE SIZE AND NUMBER OF MODULES FOR FUEL
CELL SYSTEM WITHOUT UTILITY TIE-IN
BUILDING
Low- Rise
Apartment
Retail Store
Hospital
LOCATION
Chicago
Dallas
Washington, DC
Chicago
Dallas
Washington, DC
Chicago
Dallas
Washington , DC
FUEL CELL TYPE
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
MODULE
SIZE
(KW)
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
60
55
67
61
61
48
67
61
56
120
100
120
100
140
140
130
100
130
NUMBER
Of
MODULES
12
. 12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
11
12
12
15
11
12
13
11
14
11
14
10
10
11
14
11
TOTAL
FUEL CELL
CAPACITY
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
720
715
737
732
732
720
737
732
728
1320
1400 .
1320
1400
1400
1400
1430
1400
1430
PERCENT
RESERVE
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
15
14
17
19
18
13
18
17
15
18
17
18
17
17
22
19
17
19
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the above designs were modified so as to reduce the total fuel cell
capacity and number of modules and take advantage of a certain amount
of utility backup power. In this case, the objective was to mini-
mize the sum of the annualized installed, fuel cell capital cost
and the annual cost of utility backup. Table S-5 shows the fuel cell
module sizes and numbers of modules that were used in this assess-
ment.
S.3.4 Fuel Cell Systems with Power Sales to the Utility
This was purely an economic assessment. The fuel cell integrated
energy system designs were the same as for the case without utility
tie-in. In other words, the on-site systems were not assumed to
buy power from the utility but only to sell excess power to the utility.
S. 4 Economic Assessment
5.4.1 Methodology
The economics of the conventional and fuel cell systems for
each building in each location were evaluated using a standard,
levelized annual cost methodology, specified by NASA Lewis Research
Center and similar to that developed by Phung [1]. The levelized
annual cost approach, which is often employed by electric utilities,
allows a comparison of the life cycle costs of investment alternatives
in terms of an equivalent, constant, annual cost that includes a
number of levelized components. In this, the levelized components
included: fixed charges, purchased power costs, gas costs, operating
and maintenance expenses, and insurance and local taxes. Calculation
of these components required a number of general and "building specific"
economic assumptions and data values, which are summarized in Table
S-6.
5.4.2 Cost Estimates
Calculation of levelized annual costs required consistent
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estimates of the capital, energy, and operating and maintenance costs
of each conventional and fuel cell energy system. System capital
costs were estimated by Ballinger. Since the objective was to iden-
tify those costs which varied between alternative systems, the scope
of these estimates was limited to those portions of building energy
conversion and distribution systems that vary with the system selecte<
Fuel cell purchase costs were specified by NASA, and all other equip-
ment costs were specified by Means [2] or, quotations by manufacturer!
and distributors. Costs for fuel cell system installation and inter-
face were estimated by Ballinger. Figures S-5 through S-7 show the
total estimated capital costs for the apartment building, store,
and hospital, respectively, by energy system and location. In most
cases, fuel cell system capital costs are 2 to 4 times higher than
those for their conventional alternatives. However, the capital
cost of the fuel cell powerplant itself accounts for only
about 30% of the total capital cost of most fuel cell integrated
energy systems.
A number of energy cost assumptions were required including
electricity and gas prices for 1985, costs for utility backup power
and rates for the sale of excess fuel cell electricity to the utility,
The sources of these estimates and the values assumed are shown in
Table S-7.
Operating and maintenance (O & M) cost estimates were based on
the assumption listed in Table S-8. The fuel cell 0 & M rate of
6 mills/kWh was specified by NASA LeRC. Cost assumptions for the
conventional equipment were based on estimates by various commercial
equipment maintenance contractors, but because of the wide variance
between these estimates a significant amount of engineering judgment
was required.
S. 5 Study Results
Study results included levelized annual costs and annual energy
S-18
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consumptions for the five energy systems and applications in each
geographic location. The major results are those for the case where
no utility tie-in is assumed. These are presented first, followed
by the results of various sensitivity investigations. Then the
resulting costs and savings associated with utility backup and power
sales to the utility are presented. :
S.5.1 Base-Case Results
The "base case" results are those .for the case where no utility
tie-in is assumed. The economic results which are presented in
Figures S-8 through S-1'0 are: the result of the levelized annual cost
analysis presented in the previous section. The annual energy consump-
tion results, which are presented in Figures S-ll through S-13, were
produced during the 73-day design phase simulation.
A brief examination of the economic results in Figures S-8 through
S-10 indicates that fuel cell system life cycle costs are:
• 0% to 30% higher than those of conventional apartment build-
ing energy systems
• 13% lower to 26% higher than those of conventional store
energy systems
• 5% to 49% lower than those of conventional hospital energy
systems.
The principal reason for the relative unattractiveness of the fuel
cell system results for apartment buildings is the fuel cell systems'
high fixed and 0 & M costs that are riot completely offset by the
savings in energy costs. This same observation can be made for the
retail store fuel cell systems when compared with the gas/electric
system. However, all-electric system fixed and O & M costs for the
store were higher relative to those of the fuel cell system,
making the fuel cell system a little more attractive than the all-
electric system in terms of total levelized annual cost. Finally,
fuel cell system costs for the hospital are lower than either conventional
S-24
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system in every case, due to a dramatic increase in the relative im-
portance of energy costs as a component of overall energy system life
cycle costs. This increase is due to the high end-use load factors
of the hospital. Geographic location has a relatively minor effect
on the above economic results.
Similarly, the annual energy consumption results presented in
Figures S-ll through S-13 indicate that fuel cell system energy
resource consumptions are:
• 24% to 54% lower than those of conventional apartment
building energy systems
• 8% to 31% lower than those of conventional store energy
systems
• 35% to 58% lower than those of conventional hospital
energy systems
These results include, and give equal weighting to, the total
resources required at a central station powerplant to generate elec-
tricity for use at the building site. The primary reasons for the re-
duced energy savings of the fuel cell systems for the retail store are:
• the large fraction of the store's annual energy needs
that are required for space cooling, which is supplied
quite efficiently by conventional means
• the more efficient centralized conventional energy
equipment used for the retail store
As for the economic results, geographic location does not tend to
change the relative rankings of the five energy systems.
Relative rankings of the three fuel cell systems are the same
for both economic and energy results. The rankings are influenced
primarily by the higher cost and lower efficiency of the Type A fuel
cell (for which higher return temperature was assumed), and the
higher efficiency and moderate cost of the Type B fuel cell.
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5.5.2 Sensitivity Results
A number of sensitivity analyses were made to determine the
effects of changes in electricity and gas prices, fuel cell purchase
costs, investment tax credits, and -financing and ownership assump-
tions. The results, which are presented in Table S-9, show that
variations in gas and electric prices ,will have the greatest effect
on fuel cell system economic savings, ranging from 4% to 8%. The
effects of a 10% investment tax credit for the fuel cell systems also
were significant, causing life cycle costs for these systems to de-
crease by 1% to 4%. The costs and benefits of incorporating thermal
storage in the on-site fuel systems also was investigated, but it
was found that except for the apartment building systems, gas cost
savings were too small to offset the increased capital costs. A
small savings in levelized annual cost of approximately 1% would
take place for the apartment building, with an attendant energy
consumption savings of about 3.5%
5.5.3 Effect of Utility Back-Up and Power Sales to the Utility
The economic impact of reducing on-site system reserve capaci-
ty and maintaining a utility back-up and of selling excess fuel cell
electricity to the utility backup were found to be surprisingly small,
ranging from a maximum of 0.8% to a minimum of -0.3%. The primary
reason for this is the relatively small percent reduction in on-site
system fixed costs, coupled with the relatively high assumed backup
rates.
As Figure S-14 illustrates, the relative benefits of selling
excess power to the utility were more encouraging, but only for the
Type B fuel cell system in a retail store. Most of the fuel cell
systems show a small cost savings of 1% or less for excess power
sales during the utility's on-peak period with significant,cost
increases for combined .on and off peak sales., The Type B fuel cell
systems, however, shows increased savings when sales are made during
S-32
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both on and off peak periods. This is because of the lower incre-
mental cost of power from the Type B fuel cell (due to its higher
electrical efficiency). Economic savings for the Type B fuel cell
system are quite significant (6% to 10%) for the retail store, due
to its inherently lower annual load factors.
S.6 Conclusions
Based on the above results, the following conclusions are drawn;
• For the specific buildings studied, implementation of
fuel cell OS/IES's would reduce apartment building and
hospital energy consumption by 24% to 50%, while retail
store energy consumption would be reduced by a lesser
amount, from 6% to 30%.
• Fuel cell OS/IES's are economically attractive for the
hospital, marginally attractive for the retail store,
and generally unattractive for the low-rise apartment
building.
• Fuel cell designs with high efficiency (electrical plus
thermal), especially when operated at part-load, will be
much more competitive with conventional energy systems.
• Geographic location has a modest effect on the above
conclusions. For the apartment building and hospital,
colder climates are more attractive because of the high
efficiency of the on-site fuel cell systems in satisfy-
ing heating loads. Otherwise, the observed effects of
changes in geographic location were inconclusive.
• For the specific systems considered and utility back-up
costs assumed, the economic effects of utility back-up
are negligible.
• Excess power sales to the utility will improve annual
economics for OS/IES's that employ high efficiency fuel
cells, especially for applications with low load factors.
• The relative economics of on-site fuel cell systems im-
prove significantly with an increase in electricity
price or a decrease in gas price.
• A large investment tax credit (of 10% or more) could en-
courage the use of on-site fuel cell systems.
• Thermal storage costs generally exceed the economic
benefits, but the use of storage would reduce OS/IES
annula gas consumption by 1% to 4%.
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The above conclusions are made only for buildings studied.
Results may differ for other builidngs of these types. Also,
based on these results, relatively little can be said about other
building types.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Because of their high efficiency, environmental acceptability,
and heat recovery potential, fuel cells are presently being consid-
ered as a power source for building on-site, integrated energy sys-
tems. Most of the early investigations of such applications were
associated with the TARGET (Team to Advance Research for Gas Energy
Transformation) Program, jointly sponsored by United Technologies
Corporation (UTC) and a consortium of gas and gas-electric utilities.
Under this program, a 12.5 kW fuel cell power plant was developed,
and approximately 60 such plants were field-tested in actual build-
ings. The results of these tests were sufficiently encouraging
that the Department of Energy and the Gas Research Institute are now
supporting the commercialization of a UTC-developed 40 kW fuel cell,
specifically aimed at the building market. A recent study by Oak
Ridge National Laboratory indicates that the potential market for
such fuel cells may be as large as 3.4 million kW by 1985.
The study reported here differs in several respects from past
investigations of fuel cell OS/IES in building applications. First,
the study is not an evaluation of any specific fuel cell, but a
comparative assessment of three alternative fuel cell designs.
Second, the conventional building energy systems, against which the
alternative fuel cells are evaluated, were specified by an architect
and engineering firm that routinely designs such systems. Finally,
in contrast to past studies, it was required that all on-site, fuel
cell systems provide electric service at a reliability equivalent
to that of an electric utility. Thus, every attempt has been made
to specify realistic conventional building energy systems and to
compare them with fuel cell on-site/integrated energy systems which
provide comparable services and performance.
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1.1 Objectives
The objective of this study is to evaluate and compare the eco-
nomic and technical performance of three fuel cell types when em-
ployed in on-site, integrated energy systems (OS/IES) to supply elec-
tricity, heating, and cooling to residential and commercial build-
ings in a range of geographic locations. For the purposes of this
study, an on-site, integrated energy system is defined as a system
that provides electricity at the building site and includes the re-
covery of useful heat for space and water conditioning and process
use. In each case, the performance of the fuel cell system is com-
pared with that of conventional building energy systems which provide
the same services. The study results will provide NASA and the De-
partment of Energy with information that may be used in setting cost
and performance goals for developmental phosphoric acid fuel cells.
1.2 Scope
The scope of this study effort is best summarized by the follow-
ing descriptions of the tasks that were accomplished:
Task 1 — Application Selection and Characterization
In Task 1, residential/commercial applications, typical
buildings and locations were selected, and a building
energy loads analysis program was chosen and utilized
to estimate hourly end-use energy loads for each building.
First, three residential/commercial applications were se-
lected with electric power requirements in the range of
10 kW to 1 Mw, and with energy use characteristics that
impose a range of design requirements on the on-site
fuel cell system. Three typical buildings, based on
real building designs, were then selected and charac-
terized to serve as a consistent data base for further
analysis. Each building design either already conformed
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to, or was modified to conform to, ASHRAE Standard
90-75, as applied to 1978 construction. Three geo-
graphic locations were selected that represent a
range of environmental conditions in areas of the
continental United States occupied by major seg-
ments of the national population.
Major building energy loads analysis programs, cap-
able of analyzing multi-zone buildings in different
geographic locations, were identified and reviewed.
Then one program was selected and used to analyze
the three selected buildings in each of three geo-
graphic locations.
Task 2 — Energy System Design
For each building/location combination, two conventional
building energy systems and a number of on-site fuel
cell systems were designed. Both the conventional and
fuel cell systems were designed so as to minimize life
cycle costs. The conventional systems included an all-
electric system, for which all energy demands were met
with electricity from an electric utility, and a gas
and electric system, for which end-use demands were
satisfied by gas to the maximum extent possible. The
two systems were specified thus so as to cover the like-
ly extremes in conventional energy system designs for
the applications selected.
On-site fuel cell systems were designed to maximize
the utilization of thermal and electric energy produced
by the fuel cell, while minimizing system life cycle
costs. Designs were developed for each building and
each location, first assuming no connection (or tie-in)
with the electric utility, and then assuming such a
tie-in but with no power sales to the utility. In one
location, the benefits of power sales to the utility
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were evaluated for each of the three applications. All
fuel cell systems which did not assume a utility tie-in
were designed to supply building electricity with a re-
liability equivalent to that provided by a typical elec-
tric utility.
Task 3 — Cost Estimates
Estimates of installed capital costs, annual operating
and maintenance expenses, and annual energy costs were
developed for each of the Task 2 energy system designs
and reported in 1978 dollars. Installed capital costs
were estimated for each major equipment item to an ac-
curacy of _ 20%. Annual operating and maintenance ex-
penses included both labor and parts for routine main-
tenance, and repair and replacement. Energy costs were
calculated for each system based on:
i) system annual gas and electricity consump-
tions;
ii) published projections of gas and electri-
city prices for the year 1985; and
iii) assumed constant gas and electric escala-
tion rates over the system life.
Estimates were also made of the cost of utility standby
service and the rates that an electric utility would pay
in purchasing electricity from a fuel cell OS/IES.
Task 4 — Economic Analysis
Levelized annual costs were calculated for each conven-
tional and fuel cell energy system. These costs included
the following levelized components: fixed charges, pur-
chased power costs, gas costs, operating and maintenance
expenses, and insurance and local taxes. The financial
and economic data and ownership assumptions for each ap-
plication were applied uniformly to all energy systems.
An analysis subsequently was conducted of the sensitivity
of these economic results to changes in fuel and purchased
1-4
electric power costs, changes in fuel cell capital costs,
and alternative energy system ownership assumptions.
Based on the relative economic and technical performance
levels achieved by the above conventional and fuel cell
energy systems, conclusions are drawn regarding the rela-
tive merits of the three fuel cells under study, and fuel
cell commercialization is discussed in light of recent
and possible future public policy actions.
1.3 Groundrules
• All energy systems considered are assumed to be new
installations; retrofit applications were not con-
sidered.
• Private or coporate ownership is assumed for all
conventional and fuel cell energy systems considered.
• All buildings analyzed are assumed to conform to
ASHRAE Standard 90-75 as applied to 1978 construction.
• The conventional energy systems considered in this
study are typical of those presently being specified
for the building types under consideration.
• All fuel cell systems which do not include a utility
tie-in are designed to provide building electric
service with a reliability equivalent to that of a
typical electric utility.
• For the fuel cell systems which include a utility tie-
in, it is assumed that the on-site system purchases
electric power from the utility only during periods
when one or more fuel cell module is experiencing
an unscheduled outage and the remaining modules
are unable to satisfy the load.
1-5
It is assumed that all fuel cell systems will be comprised
of at least two stand-alone modules and that all scheduled
fuel cell maintenance will take place at times when the
remaining fuel cell modules can satisfactorily meet the
entire building energy load.
The performance, costs and operating characteristics of the
three fuel cell types considered were supplied by NASA
Lewis Research Center, and these characteristics are
summarized in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 2
SELECTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
The first task of the study was to select three residential/
commercial applications, a representative building design for each
application, and three geographic locations, and to estimate the
hourly end-use energy loads for each building/location combination.
The selected applications include:
• multi-family, low-rise apartment building
• retail store
• hospital.
The building designs that were selected to represent these applica-
tions are summarized in Table 2-1.
The selected geographic locations include:
• Washington, D. C.
• Chicago, Illinois
• Dallas, Texas.
This chapter discusses the rationale for these selections, characterizes
the selected buildings and locations in more detail, and discusses
the estimation of building end-use energy loads.
2.1 Selection of Generic Applications
In order to assess the feasibility of fuel cell on-site integrated
energy systems for residential/commercial applications, three build-
ing types were selected to best satisfy the following criteria:
• The application should be a significant energy consumer in
the R/C sector
2-1
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• A typical establishment representing the application should
have electric power requirements in the range of 10 kW to
1 MW.
• A fuel cell system should be technically feasible and economi-
cally competitive for the building type.
• The three building types selected should impose a range of
design requirements on the fuel cell power system including,
different load profiles, thermal-to-electric ratios, capaci-
ties, etc.
• Each of the three applications selected should constitute
a potentially significant market for fuel cell power systems.
The following section discusses the process and rationale for
these selections.
2.1.1 Selection Process
Four residential and ten non-residential applications were con-
sidered in a two-step selection process, as illustrated in Figure 2-1.
In the first step these applications were screened in terms of:
• their significance as future energy consumer in the R/C sector
• typical peak electrical power requirements
• thermal/electric demand ratios
Those applications which passed the above screens were then
assessed to determine:
• thermal and electric load factor desirability
• availability of quality data
• existence of a range of design requirements in the final
selections.
The following discussion explains these steps in more detail.
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Step 1: Preliminary Screening
Each of the applications was evaluated in terms of the following
screens. Those applications that clearly did not pass one or more
of the screens were rejected from further consideration.
• Significance as an R/C Energy Consumer
The following data were used to test the applications' energy
consumption significance. Only new construction was considered,
i) Annual energy consumption per square foot [1]
ii) Unit construction costs; ten-year projections of con-
struction volume in dollars by application - Chase
Econometrics [2]
iii) Composite indices for construction costs [3].
The calculated average construction costs escalation rate was
9.5% per year for 1972 through 1977. This rate was assumed
to continue through 1986. Utilizing this data, construction
volumes in square meters per year for each building type
were used to arrive at energy consumption by building type.
• Electrical Power Requirements for a Typically-Sized Building
Data from various past studies by MATHTECH and others were
consulted to obtain normalized peak electrical power require-
ments by application. These normalized peak requirements were
then applied to corresponding typical building sizes in terms
of floor space [1] to obtain typical peak power requirements
for each application.
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• Thermal/Electric Demand Ratio (TER)
Annual average thermal-to-electric demand ratios for the
various applications were compared with the thermal-to-
electric output ratios of the three fuel cell types, using
the following data sources:
i) NASA supplied fuel cell characteristics
ii) Annual energy requirements for representative residen-
tial and commercial buildings [4, 5].
Calculated average annual thermal/electric demand ratios
for R/C applications were compared with the various pos-
sible fuel cell TER's, as shown in Figure 2-2.
Six applications were eliminated from further consideration
because of their failure to pass one or more of the above screens.
Each of these applications with the reason(s) for its elimination
is presented in Figure 2-3.
Step 2; Final Selection
In this step three applications were selected from the remain-
ing seven. First, the applications were divided into three groups,
with the first group representing residential applications, the
second group representing commercial applications with attractive
TERs' and high construction rates (hence representing a larger market
for the fuel cell) , and the third group representing all other appli-
cations that passed the first step. One application was then selected
from each group, based on the following criteria:
• Load Factors
Applications with the highest termal and electric load
2-6
1,5
1,0
,5
TYPE C
50 100
PERCENT OF RATED LOAD
Figure 2-2. Thermal-To-Electric Ratio
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factors received preference.
• Range of Design Requirements
An effort was made to impose a range of design requirements
on the fuel cell system including load profiles, reliability
requirements, capacity and others.
In the absence of quantitative technical reasons for discrimi-
nating between certain applications, selections were based on the
criterion that the final set of applications present a range of
design requirements on the fuel cell system, in terms of load pro-
files, reliability requirements, system capacity, etc.
As a result of this process, the following three applications
were selected for energy system design and analysis:
• Multi-family, Low-Rise from the residential group, since
it represents a larger fraction of R/C energy consumption
than multi-family, high-rise; also, because excellent build-
ing design data was available for ,a low-rise building, and
such an application could be selected to present a total
electrical power requirement on the low end of the 10 kW to
1 MW range.
• Retail Store from the commercial group, because of load
factors that were generally higher than those of office
buildings; also, this application represents the middle of
the 10 kW to 1 MW power requirements range.
• Hospital from the third group because of hospitals' charac-
teristically high load factors. This application represents
the high end of the 10 kW to 1 MW power requirements range.
2.2 Selection of Typical Buildings
Once three applications were selected, the next step was to select
typical buildings that represent these applications. Five specific
2-9
guidelines or criteria were used in selecting these buildings,
including the following:
• The buildings should be representative of the application
category in terms of:
i) size
ii) form (i.e., aspect ratio, number of stories)
iii) occupancy mix
iv) exterior envelope
v) HVAC and lighting systems
vi) process equipment
• The buildings must comply with ASHRAE Standard 90-75
• Adequate building design information should be available
• The buildings selected should be appropriate in basic
design to the three study locations.
Recent actual designs of at least three existing buildings of
each generic type were examined, and the most suitable designs with
regard to power requirements and typically were selected. Minor
modifications were made in the building designs so as to comply with
requirements of ASHRAE Standard 90-75, as summarized in Table 2-7.
Table 2-8 lists the three buildings selected, while Tables
2-9 through 2-11 summarize the actual designs. A complete charac-
terization of each building can be found in Appendix B.
2.3 Selection of Geographic Locations ..' •
Three geographic locations in the continental United States
were selected as potential sites for the evaluation of fuel cell
integrated energy systems. The two criteria for selection were:
• the three sites should represent a range of climatic ,
conditions
• the sites should represent a major segment of the United
States population.
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TABLE 2-7
ASHRAE 90-75 - KEY POINTS
• Design Standard - Not Code
May be Adopted as Code
Does Not Override Health and Safety Regulations
• Sets Two Applicable Standards — Small Residential & Major Bldgs.
• Standards for Component Performance
« Adopted by Consensus — Good State-of-Art 1974
• Building Envelope Limits Thermal Transmittance
U-Values and Overall Thermal Transfer Values - Walls, Roof, Floors
Limits Infiltration
• HVAC: ; Ventilation Standards
Equipment Efficiencies, Conversion and Transport
Control Limits and Sequences
Designed Maintained Temperatures
o Power: Equipment and Distribution Efficiencies
& Lighting: Illumination Levels — Power Budget
2-11
TABLE 2-8
LIST OF SELECTED BUILDINGS
Selected Applications Selected Buildings (Size)
Retail Store
Hospital
Multi-Family, Low-Rise
Apartment Building
Sears, Roebuck and Company
Store, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
1-story, 10,405M2
Good Samaritan Hospital
Lebanon, Penna.
4 stories, 11,055M2
Sodders Road Apartments
Salem, N.J.
2 stories, 24 DU's
79.3M2 per DU
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Because of these criteria, the following sites were selected:
• Washington, D.C.
• Chicago, Illinois
• Dallas, Texas
These locations were selected to represent climates that would
result in
i) a significant winter heating load and a significant
summer cooling load
ii) a high winter heating load and a relatively low summer
colling load
iii) a low winter heating load and a high summer cooling load.
A location that featured both low heating and cooling loads
was judged to be an unattractive site for an integrated energy system.
Space heating and cooling loads for the various regions of the
continental United States were based on a classification by heating
and cooling degree days, as illustrated by Figure 2-4. Of the six
major degree day regions from north to south, Chicago, Washington
and Dallas were selected as major population centers that represent
the "top two", the "middle two", and the "bottom two" regions, re-
spectively. As the climatic data presented in Table 2-12 indicates,
the selected cities represent fairly well the three climates described
above.
2.4 Building End-Use Energy Loads Estimates
2.4.1 Selection of AXCESS as the Loads Analysis Program
This study required the calculation of building energy use over
time, rather than merely peak demands, as typically required for
system design. Specifically, it was necessary to break energy use
into end-use components assignable to thermal and electrical energy
2-16
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and to develop daily, weekly, monthly and annual profiles, in order
to permit system analysis and design in terms of thermal/electrical
energy balance and storage and to permit detailed reliability analy-
sis. In order to meet these requirements, a number of computerized
building loads analysis programs were reviewed, and one was selected
and used by Ballinger to estimate loads for the selected buildings.
The following criteria were used in selecting an analysis program:
• a computerized method in order to meet time, cost and
iteration requirements.
• availability within the project time frame
• an established history of acceptable operation
• ability to analyze multizone buildings
• ability to calculate building loads, in different geographi-
cal locations, for all conventional construction types and
building systems
• ability to use hourly weather information for an entire year
• ability to measure, individually, all load components of a
building
• acceptable accuracy relative to other analysis techniques.
• cost effectiveness in terms of project budget
• acceptable ease of use; familiarity by available .personnel,
or short familiarization period
• ability to accept input data at a level of detail consistent
with project needs.
The search evaluation focused on three basic areas:
• programs previously used by Ballinger
e programs evaluated by NBS for applicability to the MIUS
program
• program analysis and evaluation by AIA/Research Corporation
for use in the Building Energy Performance Standards (BEPS)
Program, for DHUD and DOE.
It was found that available analysis programs differ in many im-
portant respects. For example, a program intended to compare building
2-19
envelope performance must accept very detailed descriptions of wall
and roof materials and may approximate other features, while a pro-
gram intended to compare HVAC systems may similarly minimize de-
tails of other (constant) building elements. Either may use
rather simple weather data and may exclude loads other than space
conditioning. Programs directed toward a realistic assessment
of actual energy use, and particularly those considering thermal/
electrical balance, must include all energy uses.
A total of 16 programs were identified and reviewed for use
in this study. Of these, eight were selected and examined in de-
tail. Based on the comparative evaluation of loads programs,
the AXCESS program, owned by the Edison Electric Institute, was se-
lected for use in this study. AXCESS met all the criteria for
selection, particularly in the areas of ease of use and availability.
The program was locally available from an experienced source which
could provide the turnaround time and consultation which were
needed. AXCESS has an established operational history for accept-
able accuracy, based on its use in the Building Energy Performance
Standards (BEPS) Program sponsored by DOE and HUD, and it corre-
lates favorably with other programs.
2.4.2 Use of the AXCESS Program to Estimate Building End-Use
Loads
The AXCESS Program was used to estimate end-use energy loads
for each of the three selected buildings in each geographic loca-
tion. Three building energy systems were simulated, including an
all-electric, gas-electric, and a district "system." The distract
system, which assumed a hydronic thermal distribution system, pro-
vided the required estimates .of the end-use loads that would be
experienced by a centralized OS/IES.
2-20
Table 2-13 lists the types of inputs required for the AXCESS
Program. Although a complete description of all inputs for each
building and location is beyond the scope of this report, some of
the more important input assumptions and data are summarized in
Appendix C.
Table 2-14 summarizes the general output information produced
by AXCESS. The results for the conventional systems will be described
in Chapter 3. Figures 2-5 through 2-6 illustrate the end-use load
profiles obtained from AXCESS output for the selected retail store
building for typical seasonal days and summer and winter design
days in Washington, D.C. A complete set of load profiles for the
other selected buildings and locations may be found in Appendix D.
Annual energy consumption by end-use is summarized in Figure 2-7
for all three of the selected buildings.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
3.1 General Approach
For each application and each location, two conventional
energy systems were designed. One system used electrical energy
to serve all building loads, the other used natural gas and
electricity, as appropriate to the nature of the loads.
The conventional energy system designs were required to
be technically and economically representative of sound current
practice, and to serve three purposes specific to this study.
• Identify costs and energy consumption for subsequent
comparison with fuel cell systems
• Provide a basis for defining the interface betv/een
fuel cells and conventional HVAC equipment.
• Identify any loads associated with energy, distribution
All design was performed by engineers normally engaged in
the design of HVAC and electrical systems for commercial scale
buildings. Standard procedures were used in selecting and sizing
systems and components, and in developing system schematics.
Designs were developed only to the level of detail necessary to
fulfill the requirements of this study.
3.2 Design Guidelines
Many forces acted on design decisions. However, all designs
were developed using the following guidelines:
3-1
The design concepts were those which would reasonably
be selected for each application and location under
study. Exceptions to this were the All-Electric Hos-
pital and, to a lesser extent, the All-Electric Retail
Store. Lacking gas, oil would normally be used, rather
than electricity, in these two cases.
The energy systems actually installed in the original
buildings on which the study buildings are based, were
used, to the extent that they conformed with 1978-79
design practice.
Performance characteristics were selected to comply
with the requirements of ASHRAE Standard 90-75.
Control zones were simplified to the maximum degree
possible without significantly affecting energy use,
because of the cost and time limitations of the contract.
The gas-electric designs utilized natural gas to serve
all loads for which gas would typically be used in
actual practice. These included, for all applications,
space heating, domestic water heating, and cooking.
Initially, all equipment was sized, and air volumes deter-
mined, using standard ASHRAE procedures, including the require-
ments of ASHRAE 90-75. Equipment sizes were then adjusted for
final specification and cost as indicated by the output of the
AXCESS Energy Analysis.
3.3 Design Procedures an$ Resulting Designs
The specific conventional system design procedures used for
each of the three prototype buildings are described below and
the resulting designs are summarized.
3-2
3.3.1 Multi-family Residential
The selection of systems was based on discussions with
representatives of the National Association of Home Builders
(NAHB), and with developer/builders of small scale residential
buildings in Philadelphia, Chicago, and Dallas.
The discussions consistently indicated that the dominant
forces influencing system/equipment selection were low initial
cost and ready acceptability by potential tenants. The ability
to meter energy use by dwelling unit is increasingly important,
and maintenance should require moderate and widely available
skills.
The thermal distribution options are summarized in Table 3-1.
For small scale multi-family residences, air is the preferred final
distribution medium, with small unitary heating/cooling equipment.
Central plants may be used in larger scale apartments (100 or more
dwelling units).
The designs are shown schematically on the following draw-
ings:
Residential, All-Electric, HVAC Figure 3-1
Residential, All-Electric, Electrical Figure 3-2
Residential, Gas-Electric, HVAC Figure 3-3
Residential, Gas-Electric, Electrical Figure 3-4
Major equipment is specified in Appendix E.
Because of the building size and configuration, only four
exterior exposure zones were defined for control and energy
analysis.
3.3.2 Retail Store
The selection of systems was based on Ballinger's experience
in the design of the study building and other Sears retail stores.
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Current owner preference was confirmed by discussion with Sears
facilities personnel responsible for the three locations studied.
Design philosophies reflect the building scale and the values of
a major retailer.
Equipment reliability, and the ability of the systems to
maintain stable conditions, are the determining forces. Equip-
ment must be easily maintainable, but a capable maintenance staff
is available. Both initial and operating costs are considered
important, but performance needs justify some cost premiums.
Thermal distribution options are shown in Table 3-2 and
Figure 3-5. The gas-electric central plant design is the preferred
system for the quality level represented by Sears Roebuck; gas-
electric unitary systems are also commonly found in retail stores.
The all electric system is atypical in that oil-electric is a more
usual alternative in the absence of gas.
The designs are shown schematically on the following draw-
ings:
Retail Store, All-Electric, HVAC Figure 3-6
Retail Store, All-Electric, Electrical Figure 3-7
Retail Store, Gas-Electric, HVAC Figure 3-8
Retail Store, Gas-Electric, Electrical Figure 3-9
Major equipment is specified in Appendix E.
The building was divided into an interior zone and four ex-
terior exposure zones.
3.3.3 Hospital
The dominant forces influencing design are the need for
reliability and the wide range of activities and schedules
which must be accommodated. Some process steam is typically
3-9
TABLE 3-2
THERMAL DISTRIBUTION OPTIONS FOR RETAIL STORE
Type
Principal System (Space Loads)
- Central Plant Ducted Air
- Central Plant, Hydronic
Distribution to Local Air
Handling Units*"
- Multiple Local Units
Thermal Conversion Plus
Air Handling
Supplementary System (Peri-
meter Loads)
- Hydronic Radiation/Convec-
tion Units*
- Electric Resistance
Temperature
Control
Good
Good
Fair
Good
Good
First
Cost
High
Medium
Low
High
Low
Maintenance
Cost
Low
Medium
High
Low
Low
Energy
Cost
Low
Low
Varies
Low
Varies
Option selected for this study.
SUPPLEMENTAL
SYSTEM - — —
LOCAL
HEATING
LOADS
r-
<• »>
\ - -^ri
y yi i _ _ .
V «^
• Jv
~Ls\l \ \
otl
. M
DISTRIBUTED HOT &
V.H I LLED WAI t K
/ CENTRAL PLANT
HEATING/LOOLING — — 1
^^ T
^-PUBLIC UTILITY
POWER R GAS
PRINCIPAL
SYSTEM
TYPICAL USER PREFERED
SYSTEM - SCHEMATIC
Figure 3-5. Thermal Distribution System Options: Retail Store
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required. A capable on-site maintenance staff is normally available.
Initial and operating costs are less significant than performance.
Thermal distribution options are shown in Table 3-3.
The gas-electric system is essentially identical to that used in
Ballinger's design for the actual building on which the study building
is based. However, system selection and design were also influences
by Ballinger's more recent experience with comparable hospitals. An
all-electric design generally is not used for a hospital of this
type and size, but was included in this study for completeness.
Absorption refrigeration is typically used in hospitals,
with or without vapor compression refrigeration, primarily for in-
dependence from electric power failure.
The designs are shown schematically on the following drawings:
Hospital, All-Electric, HVAC Figure 3-10
Hospital, All-Electric, Electrical Figure 3-11
Hospital, Gas-Electric, HVAC Figure 3-12
Hospital, Gas-Electric, Electrical Figure 3-13
Major equipment is specified in Appendix E.
For this application, major use zones as well as exposure
zones, were defined, to reflect the effect of different use pro-
files and design conditions.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF FUEL CELL SYSTEMS
WITHOUT UTILITY TIE-IN
Fuel cell, on-site integrated energy systems were designed
for each building in each location, first under the assumption
that there was no interconnection with a local electric utility
and then under the assumption that such an interconnection did
exist. This chapter describes the design and simulation of fuel
cell systems under the former assumption. Sections 4.1 and 4.2
present the integrated energy system design criteria and fuel
cell characteristics, respectively, as prescribed by NASA. Then,
the approach used for design, simulation and reliability analysis
is described in Section 4.3. Finally, Section 4.4 presents the
fuel cell OS/IES designs that result from the above design and simu-
lation process.
4.1 Design Criteria
The following criteria guided the design of the on-site fuel
cell systems:
• All electricity was generated on-site by a phosphoric acid
fuel cell power plant.
• The usable heat produced by the fuel cell system was
utilized to the maximum extent possible, consistent with
the goal of minimal life cycle cost.
• Fuel for the fuel cell powerplant was gas, and no on-site
fuel storage was required.
• The combination of equipment to provide the end-use energy
demands was chosen so that the thermal and electrical
energy needs match the available energy from the fuel cell
4-1
power systems as closely as possible in order to minimize
the need for supplemental furnaces or boilers.
• Thermal energy storage was considered as a means of
matching the demand for thermal energy with the thermal
energy available from the fuel cell.
• The fuel cell systems were designed to provide electric
service with a reliability equal to the reliability pro-
vided by typical electric utilities.
4.2 Fuel Cell Characteristics
Operating characteristics of the three types of fuel cells
also were provided by NASA. All three fuel cells are of the phos-
phoric acid type and may be briefly characterized as follows:
Type A - Present Generation Fuel Cell
Type B - Advanced Technology Fuel Cell
Type C - Near-Term Technology Fuel Cell
The Type A and Type C fuel cell power plants are representa-
tive of those being developed for commercialization in the 1985
time frame, while the Type B fuel cell power plant represents a
significant technology advance over the other two types.
For the fuel cell system design and analysis data were
required on the gas input and electrical and thermal outputs of
each fuel cell considered. Figure 4-1 illustrates the fuel cells'
total efficiencies.
Fuel cell part-load characteristics have a significant ef-
fect on integrated energy system performance. Specifically, as seen
in Figure 4-2, thermal outputs are very low up to 40% of the
4-2
.2 -
TYPE B
TYPE C
TYPE A
PERCENT OF RATED LOAD
Figure 4-1. Combined Thermal and Electrical Efficiency,
of Three Fuel Cell Types.
4- 3
Electrical Efficiency:
Thermal Efficiency:
50
PERCENT OF RATED LOAD
100
Figure 4-2. Electrical and Thermal Efficiency of Three
Fuel Cell Types.
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capacity. This results in less efficient operation for those ap-
plications where loads vary over a wide range.
4.3 Approach
Fuel cell systems were designed to maximize the use of the
fuel cell and minimize the use of auxiliary furnaces or boilers.
Although it would have been possible to choose a sufficiently
large sized fuel cell to eliminate the need for an auxiliary
boiler, this was not done for economic reasons. Similarly, the
sizes of other supplementary equipment were chosen so as to obtain
the best thermodynamic performance, while not jeopardizing the
economics.
The system design process, which is illustrated in Figure 4-3,
consists of four basic steps:
• definition of system configuration and operating equipment
• equipment sizing
• annual performance/evaluation
• system reliability analysis
First, a generalized system configuration was defined and operating
guidelines were established to conform to the design criteria out-
lined above. Then, for each building in each location a number
of alternative equipment sizings were selected to satisfy building
energy demands. Subsequently, each of these system sizing al-
ternatives was simulated for four typical days (one for each
season) and its approximate thermal performance and annual energy
consumption determined. Based on these data and a preliminary
economic analysis, the most attractive system designs were selected
for each building and location. Each selected design was then sub-
jected to a detailed, 73-day simulation/evaluation to determine
system and equipment performance levels for a typical weather year.
4-5
AXCESS
Load
Profiles
Define Basic Energy
System Configuration
& Alternative Size Sets
Equipment Sizing Alternatives
Design Selection
Based on Typical
Day Analysis
>,< Selected Designs
73-day Detailed Simula-
tion of Each Option
Fuel Consumptions; Annual Energy
Production; Load Profiles
Economic Evaluation of
Each Option; Selection
of Least Cost Alterna-
tive
Least Cost
^Configuration
Reliability Analysis to
Determine No. and size
of Fuel Cell Modules
Calculate
Load
Duration
Curve
Figure 4-3. Design/Simulation Approach for OS/IES Without
Utility Tie-in.
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Once the sizing and evaluation steps were completed, a system
reliability analysis was conducted to determine the optimum fuel
cell module size and number of modules required to provide building
electrical service with a reliability equivalent to that of typical
electric utilities. Finally, the above fuel cell system designs
were revised to include the appropriate numbers and sizes of fuel
cells, and the design was complete.
Each of the above design steps is discussed in more detail be-
low, in Section 4.3.1 and Sections 4.3.3 through 4.3.5. Section
4.3.2 describes the computer simulation that was developed for use
in the system sizing and evaluation steps.
4.3.1 System Configuration and Operating Philosophy
A block diagram of the generalized on-site system design that
was considered for each application and location is shown in Fig-
ure 4-4. The system includes a fuel cell, absorption chiller,
vapor compression chiller, heat pump, electric resistance heaters,
thermal energy storage, and a supplemental boiler.
A centralized system was chosen over a dispersed or unitary sys-
tem for the secondary distribution system in order to make full use
of the fuel cell's thermal energy for building heating, and cooling.
Such a system is generally preferred for larger buildings because of
its advantages in terms of equipment sizes and economics of scale.
However, as Chapter 3 indicates, a unitary energy system is often em-
ployed in small apartment buildings, such as the one considered here,
to take advantage of low-cost, standard equipment, and to reduce oper-
ating and maintenance overhead.
The general operating philosophy is as follows. Building elec-
trical energy requirements are satisfied entirely by the fuel cell.
Building requirements for space heat, hot water, and process steam
(in the case of the hospital) are satisfied to the maximum extent
4-7
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possible by the thermal energy available from the fuel cell.
When the thermal energy available from the fuel cell is less than
that required by the building, either the heat pump or the electric
resistance heater is operated to satisfy an excess load. In a simi-
lar manner, the cooling demands of the building are first satisfied
using heat from the fuel cell as input to an absorption chiller.
When the available thermal energy is inadequate, or if the capacity
of the absorption chiller is exceeded, an electric compression chil-
ler is operated. In all situations, heat rejection by the on-site
system is minimized. Only when the fuel cell's thermal and electrical
capacity for heating or cooling is exceeded, is an auxiliary boiler
operated to produce the required thermal energy.
4.3.2 System Simulation
As Figure 4-3 shows, a simulation model of the above generalized
system was developed for use in the system sizing and evaluation steps,
The computer simulation model that was developed for this purpose is
based on the following four system equations :
(4-2)
(4-3).
(4-4)
O_ = thermal output of the fuel cell
£ . . -
QH Qc, E = building heating, cooling, and electrical demands,
respectively
Q , Q-c = cooling outputs of vapor compression and absorption
chillers, respectively
EF
QF
QH
Qc
where :
ET,
= (Qvc/V +
= T-EF = QFR
+ QR = QER +
= QVC + QAC
= electrical
(QHP/cH) n
+ (QAC/CA]
QHP + QFH
output of
h
 (QER/NER) + ED
i
+ QB
the fuel cell
• , The energy requirements of the building will exactly match the
energy quantities available from the fuel cell when the thermal-
to-electric ratios (TER's) of the fuel cell and the load' are the
same and the fuel cell is appropriately sized to building -elec-
trical demand.
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Q p, QER/ QB = heat outputs of heat pump, electric resistance
heater and boiler, respectively
QpH = thermal energy from fuel cell that is not utilized by ab-
sorption chiller
Q_ = thermal energy from fuel cell that is not utilizedj\
T = ratio of fuel cell thermal-to-electric outputs versus loading
CH, GV/ CA = coefficients of performance of heat pump, vapor com-
pression chiller, and absorption chiller, respectively,
versus loading
N = efficiency of electric resistance heater
Although these four equations contain 11 variables, three of these are
the building end-use demands, and many of the remaining eight are depen-
dent on the selection of only a few equipment operating levels. In par-
ticular, at any given instant, the following equipment operating depen-
dencies apply:
•° once QVp is specified, Q is also determined by Equation 4
• if Qn is required, Q^ = 0; and similarly Q_ = 0 when Q^ is
r$ K B K
non-zero
• the electric resistance heater (s) will be used only when
the heat pump (which is more efficient) is operating at
capacity
In essence, the system scheduling task is one of selecting in-
stantaneous values for Qw_, and either Q-.^  or Q™, so as to minimizeVC tic
QD and Q . For those hours of the year when either Q_ or Qu is zero,X D C fi
the optimum becomes a function of only one variable (typically Qvr
or Qup) • The logical flow of the simulation procedure is described
next.
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The simulation proceeds, as shown in Figure 4-5, to calculate
the state of the system for each hour of each day and to sum
selected system inputs and outputs for inclusion in monthly and
annual reports (or logs). As mentioned above, the system is
operated throughout the year so as to meet all end-use loads, to
maximize the use of fuel cell thermal energy and to minimize boiler
use. For each hour optimum values are calculated for each of the
four operating levels, QER, QRp, QVC/ and QAC, based on a linear-
ized model -in which the various equipment COP's are set at nominal
(average values). Then, setting the four operating fractions
at the above calculated values, non-linear equipment operating
characteristics are substituted as appropriate for the constant
COP's, and a more accurate determination is made of equipment
input levels, and, in turn, fuel cell loading and performance for
the given hour. Any minor adjustments to equipment operating
levels that are required at this point are made in accordance with
the operating guidelines discussed in the previous section.
As Figure 4-5 indicates, the simulation program completely
defines the state of the on-site system for each hour of each
simulated day. However, very little of this hourly information
is explicity reported by the simulation. Instead, the hourly in-
formation is summarized in monthly and annual logs and plotted in
equipment load duration curves for use of analysis. Hourly values
are reported, however, for the fuel cell electric output. Sections
4.3.3 and 4.3.4 describe the use of this simulation for system
sizing and annual performance evaluation, respectively, and Sec-
tion 4.3.4 provides a set of sample results for a specific appli-
cation, location and fuel cell type.
27
 It is not necessary to use a linearized state model in arriving
at optimum operating fractions. However, optimization of the
non-linear system model would require a more complex iterative
solution for each hour, and the approximate approach seemed to
provide adequate, near-optimal results.
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End Use
Load Pro-
files 7
Location
Building
Fuel Cell
Type
I* Equipment
Characteris-
tics
• Ambient Tern-/
peratures
!• OS/IES DESIGN
Equipment
Sizes
Day 1-73
Hour 1 - 2 4
i • Hourly Loads
Optimal or
Feasible
FV, FH, FR
Matching Loads
& Equipment
Dispatch
Energy Flows
Logs
Energy Flows
Equipment Levels
/• Capacity Factors
/ • Annual Fuel Consumption
/ • Fuel Cell Electric Load
\ Duration Curve
\« Annual Equipment
\ Operating Levels
Figure 4-5. Flow diagram for Simulation Programs
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4.3.3 Use of Simulation for Equipment Sizing
One goal of the design process was to minimize system life
cycle costs. However, formal mathematical optimization was be-
yond the scope of the study. Therefore, a set of sizing alter-
natives was specified for each building/location/fuel cell com-
bination, and the alternative with the lowest approximate life
cycle cost was selected for detailed evaluation.
Figure 4-6 illustrates the sizing procedure. As the fig-
ure shows, for each building/location/fuel cell combination a
number of alternative sizing sets are specified, based on the
conventional system equipment sizes and design day load profiles
as produced by the AXCESS program. Each sizing set consists of
a set of maximum capacities for each of the major equipment items
shown in Figure 4-4. (plus a cooling tower for the cooling system) .
The approximate annual performance of the on-site fuel cell sys-
tem is then simulated for each of the alternative sizing sets
over four typical seasonal days provided by AXCESS. ' Based on
the simulation results, annual operation, maintenance, and fuel
costs are estimated for each sizing alternative. Levelized fixed
costs also are estimated, based on an assumed fixed charge rate and
preliminary capital cost estimates for each set of equipment sized.
These levelized fixed costs are then added to the annual production
costs to give a comparative measure of system life cycle costs for
each sizing alternative. Cost estimates for each alternative are
then compared, the lowest cost sizing alternative is selected, and
all major equipment is sized accordingly. The total fuel cell capacity
also is fixed at this point, with the understanding that the fuel cell
design will be revised somewhat, as a result of the reliability analysis
The four typical days were selected out of the 73 days simu-
lated by AXCESS. For each season, the typical day that was
chosen had an average temperature very close to the seasonal
average temperature for that location and weather year.
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c Start
Select Building,
Location, and Fuel
Cell
AXCESS
Program /
Select N Sizing Sets
For Fuel Cell and
Major Equipment
1 = 1
Fuel Cell System
Simulation
Annual Perfor-
rmance
Calculate Approxi-
mate Levelized
Annual Cost, C(I)
1 = 1 + 1
^rYes
Find Sizing Set I*
With Minimum Cost
C(I*)
> r
Specify Fuel Cell
and Equipment
Capacity to Conform
to Set I*
N *
/Sizing Completed
V for all cases?
,Yes
C END
Figure 4-6. Use of Simulation For Sizing Analysis
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in order to provide modularity and a certain amount of reserve capacity,
The above process is repeated for each of the 27 building/location/
fuel cell combinations.
Table 4-1 provides sample results of the above sizing process
for a hospital in Washington, D.C., with a Type B fuel cell sys-
tem. As the results show, a number of heating and cooling al-
ternatives were investigated with the major tradeoffs occurring
between electrically- and thermally-based heating and cooling
technologies. A range of fuel cell sizes also were investigated.
Reducing fuel cell size generally reduced life cycle cost, until
the point at which electrical heating and cooling equipment
operation was constrained by the unavailability of electricity.
At that point, boiler use increased, and the attendant fuel cost
increases offset the incremental savings in fuel cell capital
cost. As Table 4-1 shows, Design Set #5 was the lowest cost
alternative for this building/location/fuel cell combination.
Equipment sizes for other buildings, locations, and fuel cells
were determined similarly.
4.3.4 Use of Simulation for Annual Performance Evaluation
Once equipment sizings were selected for each of the OS/IES
fuel cell systems, the performance of each system was evaluated
over 1752 hours of an actual weather year, using the simulation
described in Section 4.3.2. Figure 4-7 shows the major inputs
and outputs required by the simulation for this evaluation step.
In addition to the building, location and fuel cell type, these
include:
• fuel cell and equipment capacities from sizing analysis
• hourly end-use load profiles for 73 days from AXCESS
program
• fuel cell performance characteristics (see Section 4.3.1)
• HVAC equipment performance characteristics (refer to
Appendix F)
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• nominal equipment operating points for equipment dis-
patch optimization (discussed in Section 4.3.2)
• temperature profiles by location from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Input/output characteristics for those HVAC equipment items
(including heat pump, vapor compression chiller, and absorption
chiller) whose performance was assumed to vary with load or tempera-
ture, are described in Appendix F. Although ambient temperatures
were available from NOAA for every hour of the ASHRAE Test Refer-
ence Years (described previously in Chapter 1), only the temperatures
for every third hour of the appropriate days was provided to the
simulation in order to reduce input data requirements. Temperatures
for intermediate hours were then calculated from the above temperatures
by straight-line interpolation.
As Figure 4-7 indicates, the simulation produces four separ-
ate classes of system performance information. First, the state
of the fuel cell (in terms of electrical output) is completely
documented for every hour of each day simulated. This permits
the exact times, frequencies, and durations of daily and annual
peak and minimum loadings on the fuel cell to be determined and/
or quantified. Table 4-2 shows a sample of such data for the
Type B fuel cell system designed for the hospital building in
Washington, D.C. Monthly and annual equipment performance in-
formation is also produced, as illustrated by Tables 4-3, and
4-4 for the same hospital system. This information primarily is
composed of total monthly (or annual) energy inputs and outputs
to each major equipment item. Using these results, it is possible
to construct a complete electrical and thermal breakdown for
each month or the entire year. Alternatively, it is possible
to analyze the monthly or annual performance of any specific
equipment item, e.g.x the vapor compression chiller. Finally,
the simulation produces annual load duration curves (statistical
pictures of equipment operating level over the year) for each
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TABLE 4-3
ANNUAL ENERGY USE SUMMARY: WASHINGTON HOSPITAL, TYPE B FUEL CELL SYSTE
Building Requirements
- Electric (including electric cooking), kWh
- Space Heating- and DHW, kJ
- Space Cooling, kJ
- Gas Cooking, kJ
5,648,175
15,008,780
17,629,942
25,120,269
Total Gas Consumption OS/IES, kJ
Equipment Operation
Squipment Item
Fuel Cell
Heat Pump
Electric Resistance
Heater
Absorption Chiller
Vapor Compressor
Chiller
Boiler
67,383,108
INPUTS
Electrical,
kVJh
653,794
116,828
1,547,979
Thermal ,
kJ
61,495,392
13,802,796
5,636,539
OUTPUTS
Electrical,
kWh
7,966,745
Thermal ,
kJ
2,099,350
5,448,693
412,053
7,376,441
8,163,042
4,509,232
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TABLE 4-4
OS/IES ENERGY SUMMARY FOR SELECTED MONTHS FOR WASHINGTON
HOSPITAL AND TYPE B FUEL CELL SYSTEM
ENERGY FLOW
Electrical, kHhxlO3
- Building Requirement
- Produced by Fuel Cell
- Heat Pump Input
- Electric Resistance Heater Input
- Vapor Compression Chiller Input
Heating Related, kJxlO6
- Building Requirement
- Fuel Cell Heat Utilized
- Fuel Cell Heat Not Utilized
- Heat Pump Output
- Electric Resistance Heater Output
- Boiler Output
Cooling Related, kJxlO
- Building Requirement
- Vapor Compression Chiller Output
- Absorption Chiller Output
- Absorption Chiller Input
Gas Use, kJxlO6
- Total Gas Use
- Gas to Fuel Cell
- Gas to Boiler
- Gas For Cooking
—
MONTH
JANUARY
458
798
129
23
189
2734
1322
487
862
76
123
330
264
65
148
6387
6214
153
21
APRIL
460
622
10
0
152
573
1391
206
87
0
81
1115
631
484
987
987
4793
101
21
JULY
494
623
2
0
127
349
1591
1591
23
0
980
2763
1458
1306
2246
2246
4792
1226
21
OCTOBER
453
643
53
13
125
1346
1388
1388
514
239
239
808
409
399
840
840
4957
299
21
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major equipment item. These load duration curves provide a use-
ful summary of the extent to which a given equipment item was
utilized in terms of both operating hours and level. A complete
set of such load duration curves is shown in Figure 4-8 for the
same hospital energy system referred to above. As the following
section describes, the fuel cell load duration curve is a very
important input to the system reliability analysis.
Fuel cell load duration curves for all 27 fuel cell on-site
integrated energy systems are presented in Appendix G.
4.3.5 Reliability Analysis
The requirement to provide utility level electric service re-
liability was an important constraint in the design of fuel cell
systems without a utility tie-in. In order to meet this constraint,
it was necessary to specify a fuel cell plant with more reserve
capacity and a larger number of fuel cell modules then would other-
wise be required. The preliminary designs described in the previous
section, for example, included only a single fuel cell, sized to the
predicted annual peak demand. The specific objective of this relia-
bility analysis was to determine the optimum fuel cell module size
and number of modules required for each of these designs in order to
provide electric service reliability equivalent to that of a typical
electric utility. This section begins with a discussion of the re-
liability goal that was set for the on-site fuel cell systems and
concludes with a description of the reliaiblity analysis approach and
the results obtained for each system.
For the purposes of this study, an Electric Service Reliability
index (SRI) was defined as:
SRI = Annual Energy Demand-Annual Demand Not Served
 x inne. (4-5)
Annual Energy Demand
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The value of SRI, thus calculated for fuel cell OS/IES, was required
to be approximately equal to (but not less than) 99.98 percent.
The method that was used to calculate SRI is an adaptation of
conventional utility loss of energy approaches, and it relates the
probabilities of operating in each of various fuel cell system ca-
pacity states to the annual load shape reflected at the fuel cell to
determine the probabilistic magnitude of the annual energy requirement
not served. This approach assumes that as long as one or more fuel
cell modules are operational, some portion of the building energy de-
mand can be met by these modules. Implicitly, therefore, the on-site
fuel cell system was assumed to include some kind of load shedding
4/
hardware.— It was assumed in all cases that each of the component
fuel cell modules (regardless of size) had a forced outage of three
percent. A simplified example of a loss of energy probability calcula-
tion is presented in Appendix H.
In determining the optimum module size and number of modules for
each fuel cell system designed, a cost trade-off was made between a
large number of modules with a small reserve margin and fewer modules
with a larger reserve margin. As Figure 4-9 illustrates, a simple
search approach was employed to find the lowest cost module set that
would meet the reliability goal. It was assumed that each fuel cell
system included three or more identical modules— of the minimum size
required to assure a service reliability of 99.98 percent. For each
assumed module set, the required module size and fuel cell installed
4 /
—' Load shedding hardware would consist primarily of the sensors and
relays necessary to direct whatever fuel cell power is available
to those circuits serving the highest priority loads and to addi-
tional circuits in descending order of priority. The costs of
such hardware were assessed in this study, but were found to be
negligible relative to other costs associated with the on-siste
systems.
— The specified reliability goal could not be met with fewer than
three modules regardless of their size.
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capital costs were then calculated. Starting with three modules, the
assumed number of modules was continually incremented until a minimum
installed capital cost was reached. Final fuel cell plants were de-
fined in this way for each building in each location, and the results
are presented in Table 4-5.
The hospital application was somewhat unique in that a hospital
generally has an emergency back-up power supply (i.e., a diesel-
generator set) that is intended to provide increased reliability to
"critical" loads. Therefore, the hospital fuel cell OS/IES system was
required to match the reliability of a conventional utility supply sys-
tem plus an on-site emergency back-up supply system. System reliability
for the hospital application was analyzed in two steps. First, the
hospital was analyzed as described above with the other building appli-
cations, solving for fuel cell system designs to meet the entire hospital
energy requirement with a reliability equivalent to the conventional
utility supply (SRI = 99.98). Second, the ability of the resultant
fuel cell systems to supply that portion of the hospital load termed
the "critical load" was evaluated with respect to the conventional
utility/diesel combination supply. Again, the "loss-of-energy" approach
was used. The target SRI for the critical load was calculated by mathe-
matically combining the utility supply with its SRI of 99.98 with an
emergency back-up system. For this analysis, it was assumed that the
critical load is 40 percent of the peak building load (continuous) and
that the emergency back-up system was composed of one diesel-generator
with a rated capacity equal to the building critical load and with a
forced outage rate of five percent. The calculated combined SRI yard-
stick for the hospital critical load was thus 99.999. The analysis
showed that in all applications the fuel cell OS/IES designs containing
four or more modules easily complied with the reliability design goal
(SRI = 99.999) for the supply to the critical load. Since all of the
minimum cost module sets selected in the first step contained more
than four modules, the critical load reliability goal was satisfied in
every case.
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TABLE 4-5
OPTIMUM MODULE SIZE AND NUMBER OF MODULES FOR FUEL
CELL SYSTEM WITHOUT UTILITY TIE-IN
BUILDING
Low-Rise
Apartment
Retail Store
Hospital
LOCATION
Chicago
Dallas
Washington , DC
Chicago
Dallas
Washington , DC
Chicago
Dallas
Washington, DC
FUEL CELL TYPE
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
MODULE
SIZE
(KW)
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
60
55
67
61
61
48
67
61
56
120
100
120
100
140
140
130
100
130
NUMBER
of
MODULES
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
11
12
12
15
11
12
13
11
14
11
14
10
10
11
14
11
TOTAL
FUEli CELL
CAPACITY
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
720
715
737
732
732
720
737
732
728
1320
1400
1320
1400
1400
1400
1430
1400
1430
PERCENT
RESERVE
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
15
14
17
19
18
13
18
17
15
18
17
18
17
17
22
19
17
19
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4.4 Final Fuel Cell System Designs
Based on the equipment sizes determined in the sizing analysis,
the boiler sizes determined from the simulation results, and the fuel
cell design from the reliability analysis, final designs were de-
veloped for all 27 building/location/fuel cell combinations. Table
4-6 summarizes the sizes and annual load factors for the major equip-
ment used in the Washington, D.C. on-site systems which include a Type
"C" fuel cell. Fuel cell load factors for the apartment building and
hospital are about double that of the retail store, while load factors
for all equipment items are significantly higher for the hospital
than either of the other two applications. Mechanical and electrical
schematics also were developed for each system, and examples are shown
in Figures 4-10 through 4-18 for the on-site systems summarized in
Table 4-6 above. Equipment lists for all fuel cell systems are in-
cluded in Appendix I.
References
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Figure 4-12. Electrical Service Schematic Apartment Building,
Application; Washington, D. C.
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CHAPTER 5
ECONOMIC EVALUATION
In order to compare the costs of each on-site fuel cell
system with those of conventional systems an economic evaluation
of the five alternative systems for each building/location combi-
nation was performed. Because the fuel cell systems are generally
more capital intensive than conventional systems while conventional
systems generally have higher annual energy costs (for fuel and
electricity), the systems were compared on the basis of their life
cycle economics. The methodology that was used for these compari-
sons is discussed in Section 5.1. Economic data assumptions and
cost data are discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
5.1 Methodology
All life cycle cost comparisons were based on a calculated,
levelized annual cost, which is defined as "the minimum constant
net revenue required each year of the life of the project to cover
all expenses, the cost of money, and the recovery of the initial
investment [11". In general,
levelized annual cost = levelized fixed charges + levelized
operating costs - levelized revenues (5-1)
However, for this comparative study, levelized revenues were zero,
except for one case where we consider power sales to the utility, which
is discussed in Chapter 7. Thus, even if some sort of revenues resulted
from the provision of this service, that revenue would be identical
for each of the five alternative systems considered.
A deterministic methodology, specified by NASA Lewis Research
Center and similar to that developed by Phung [2] was used for
this purpose. Some of the features of this methodology include:
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• both inflation and cost escalation are explicitly and
separately accounted for (however, inflation was as-
sumed to be zero) .
• income taxes are accounted for, and investment tax credit
(if any) is treated as a reduction in first year taxes
• cost increases during construction are modelled
• all salvage or residual values are assumed to be zero
Other assumptions made for the economic analysis include the
following:
• the investment is made at the start of the system's service
life
• the investing organization can be treated as a limitless pool
of money with unchanging debt to equity ratio
• cost of debt, cost of equity, and all tax rates are constant
throughout the service life
• the effect of retirement dispersion is assumed negligible
• flow-through accounting is assumed throughout
• all levelized costs are expressed in reference-year (1978)
dollars
In calculating numerical values levelized annual cost, as
defined by Equation 5-1, levelized fixed charges, LFC, were com-
puted as
LFC = C - FCR (5-2)
where FCR = fixed charge rate, as defined in Appendix J
C = capital investment in 1978 dollars.
All other costs and revenues that occur over the life of the
system were levelized, based on the equation
LC = (CRFm ) • (PV) (5-3)in ^ n
5-2
where LC = levelized annual operating cost in 1978 dollars
n
 -iPV = I P./(l+m)J
j=l D
P. = expenditure (or revenue) in year j
CRT = capital recovery factor, as defined in Appendix Jin f n
m = after-tax cost of capital
n = economic life of the investment
A more complete mathematical description of the life cycle
cost methodology is provided in Appendix J.
5.2 Economic and Financial Data
Regardless of the methodology used, the rigorous calculation of
system life, cycle cost requires the specification of a large number
of economic and financial variables and parameters, including
• inflation rate
• type of; ownership
• cost of debt and equity
• debt to equity ratio
• depreciation method .
• applicable federal, state, and local tax rates
• applicability of investment tax credit
• system economics and tax lives
• construction time
• insurance costs
• various cost escalation rates
With the exception of inflation and escalation rates, these data values
tend to vary from one application to another. Inflation was assumed
equal to zero in all cases, in order to simplify interpretation of the
economic results produced. While it is recognized that inflation
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will be a significant economic factor over the next several years,
its value is not likely to affect the relative economics of conven-
tional versus the on-site, integrated energy systems. The specifica-
tion of appropriate values for cost of debt, cost of equity, and all
cost escalation rates are consistent with an assumed zero inflation
rate. A further assumption was that the working capital include in
this analysis is determined based on the total building costs rather
than the specific energy system employed and that variations in working
capital for buildings differing only in their energy systems would be
negligible. Finally, no investment tax credit was taken for either
the conventional system or the fuel cell systems since tax credits
on heating and cooling equipment are not generally available to pri-
vate building owners [3J.
The above and other economic assumptions are documented in
Table 5-1. Debt and equity costs and insurance and tax rates were
based on:
• personal communication with a Washington area real estate
developer [4] for the apartment building and retail store
• personal communication with a Pennsylvania hospital adminis-
trator [5] for the hospital.
The ratio of preferred equity to total capital was assumed to be zero,
since a preferred equity arrangement is generally not used in real
estate investment and almost never used by private land developers [4].
5.3 Cost Estimates
Calculation of levelized annual costs required consistent esti-
mates of the capital, operating and maintenance, and energy costs of
each conventional and fuel cell energy system. These estimates and
supporting cost data are described below for each class of costs.
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5.3.1 Capital Costs
Capital cost estimates were developed to identify the differ-
ential costs for providing equivalent service using conventional and
fuel cell systems. Estimates are intended to have a level of ac-
curacy of 20% plus or minus.
Conventional Systems
For each application, boundaries were established to determine
those portions of the total building for which capital costs would
be developed. Essentially, only those portions that change with
the use of all-electric, gas-electric, or fuel cell system were
estimated. Costs were based on three sources, as appropriate:
• Means Building Construction Cost Data, 1978, National
Average Costs [6]
• Quotations from manufacturers or distributors of equipment
• Ballinger Company in-house estimation of distribution sys-
tems and other elements that could not be readily estimated
using the above sources.
Conventional system cost estimates were based on the system designs
described in Chapter 4 of this report.
Table 5-2 summarizes estimated capital costs for the conventional
systems as well as the fuel cell systems. Capital cost estimates
for each application, location, and system type are presented as
follows:
APPLICATION TABLE NUMBER
Residential 5-3
Retail Store 5-4
Hospital 5-5
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fuel Cell Systems
Estimates are based on the fuel cell systems without utility
tie-in, described in Chapter 4 of this report. Capital costs for
fuel cell systems involved four elements:
• Fuel cell modules, as supplied to the installing contractor
• Installation of fuel cell modules
• Other energy conversion and distribution equipment,
installed
• Additional space, support, and protection required for the
conventional components of the fuel cell systems.
Costs of the fuel cell modules, delivered to the job site, were
developed based on the following equation specified by NASA:
C = Co(kW)°'93 (5-4)
where C = fuel cell module purchase price, 1978 dollars
kW = fuel cell module size, kilowatts(615 $/kW, for a Type A fuel cell463 $/kW, for a Type B fuel cell420 $/kW, for a Type C fuel cell
Installation costs for fuel cell modules are based on the following
assumptions:
• Fuel cell module equipment cost includes delivery to the job
site by truck, installation instructions (including shop
drawings if required), and start-up assistance by manufac-
turer's representative.
• The installation contractor is required to provide a sup-
porting base, attachment to that base, and connections for
natural gas, electric power output, thermal energy output,
and thermal energy return.
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• The fuel cell modules are suitably constructured for ex-
terior installation. Governing regulations require physical
protection (chain-link fence) and visual screening (landscaping).
• The installation contractor is required to start up and
"check out" the system.
• The installation contractor is familiar with fuel cell sys-
tems, they are treated as "conventional" systems.
Capital cost estimatef for the fuel cell systems in this study
are based on exterior installation. Interior installation would re-
sult in increased costs varying over a substantial range. For
example, a simple shell enclosure would cost about $55-$90/kW (or
$15.00/sq. ft. of shelter), while an enclosure to match good quality
building: $100-$180/kW (or $30.00/sq. ft. of shelter).
Installation costs were estimated as follows. Detailed installa-
tion cost estimates were first prepared for nine sample fuel cell ar-
rays with total installed capacities of 100, 500, and 1,000 kW, each
comprised of either 2, 4, or 10 modules. The results of these esti-
mates are presented in Table 5-6. It was then assumed that the
ratio of installation cost to installed capital cost was constant for
fuel cell systems in each of the following size ranges:
Fuel Cell System Represented by System
Size Range Capacities Included With Capacity Of
A 0 to 200kW 100
B 200 to 700kW 500
C 700kW and greater 1,000
For a given fuel cell array contained in size range A, for example,
and comprised of "n" identical modules, the ratio of installation
cost to installed capital cost was defined as RA , and the values RA2/
RA4, and RAIO were taken from Table 5-6, for n = 2, 4, or 10, respective-
ly. Values of R for other values of n were then calculated by inter-
polation or extrapolation as follows:
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Number of Modules, n R Calculated by
" • • "~ •" ~~ • All
2<n<4 • interpolation between R_2 and R .
4<n<10 • interpolation between R . and RAIQ
n>10 • extrapolation based on R . and RAIO
Values of R^ and R were calculated similarly for size ranges B and
C, respectively.
A land value for the area occupied by the fuel cell array is not
included. For suburban sites and residential and hospital applications,
it is unlikely that land coverage would be a factor. For a suburban re-
tail store, however,,or for any urban site, the additional coverage re-
quired for a fuel cell array might well involve a measurable cost pre-
mium.
Additional enclosed space also may be required for energy conver-
sion and distribution equipment. For the applications studied, require-
ments were:
Residential: addition of a mechanical room where
none existed for conventional systems
Retail Store: enlargement of mechanical room
Hospital: no additional space needed.
Figure 5-1 illustrates the maximum impact condition, the addition of
a mechanical equipment room for the residential application.
Table 5-2 summarizes estimated capital costs for both fuel cell
and conventional systems. Capital costs for fuel cell systems, more
fully broken down, are presented as follows:
Application Location Table Number
Residential Washington, D.C. 5-7
Residential Chicago 5-8
Residential Dallas 5-9
Retail Store Washington, D.C. 5-10
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Application Location Table Number
Retail Store Chicago 5-11
Retail Store Dallas 5-12
Hospital Washington, D.C. 5-13
Hospital Chicago 5-14
Hospital Dallas 5-15
The same figures summarize capital costs for conventional systems.
Differential Energy System Costs Relative to Total Building Costs
As stated above, only differential energy system costs were analy-
zed in detail. However, it is important to express these differential
costs as they relate to the entire building. Table 5-16 compares total
building capital costs for the buildings that include the more economic
conventional energy system with the total capital costs of buildings
which include one of three fuel cell energy systems (Type C fuel
cell system in every case). It is observed that the use of fuel cell
systems increases the total building cost by:
• 20 percent for the low-rise apartment building
• 12 percent for the retail store
• 5 percent for the hospital
In interpreting these results, it should be recognized that the residen
tial building which was studied does not include a centralized energy
system for either of its conventional alternatives. Therefore, the
fuel cell energy system has a greater cost impact for this application
than for either of the other buildings which do include centralized (co
ventional) energy systems. To some extent, this is a matter of scale,
e.g., a larger apartment building might well have a centralized energy
system.
5.3.2 Operating and Maintenance Costs
Annual operating and maintenance (O&M) costs were estimated for
fuel cells and all conventinal HVAC equipment. No geographic effects,
such as varying labor rates, were included in these estimates. Fuel
cell O&M costs were based strictly on fuel cell electric energy produc-
tion at a rate of 6 mills/kWh, as specified by NASA LeRC.
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Conventional equipment O&M costs were based on information supplied
by PenJerDel Refrigeration Company, Consohocken, Pennsylvania, a com-
mercial industrial maintenance contractor, as cited in a recent report
by Office of Technology Assessment (OTA)[7]. These prices are con-
sidered representative of contract maintenance costs in metropolitan
areas.
Costs for the major equipment items, as listed in Table 5-17,
are annual costs, and include ~ for listed major equipment and normal-
ly associated auxiliary equipment:
• periodic inspection, cleaning, lubrication, and
adjustment
• periodic replacement of seals, belts, filters,
and similar parts.
5.3.3 Energy Costs
Three types of energy prices were required to complete economic
analysis of fuel cell integrated energy systems, both with and without
a utility tie-in. These included:
• prices for conventionally-supplied gas and
electricity
• prices for the provision of standby power
• prices for the buy-back of excess OS/IES fuel
cell power by the electric utility.
Prices for conventionally-supplied gas and electricity were based
on DOE's "mid-term projections" of national average energy prices for
1985. These prices are summarized in Table 5-18 for both residential
and commercial customers. To make these price assumptions as fair as
possible to both the conventional and on-site systems, DOE's Series
C projections (representing Medium Energy Supply and Demand) were used.
According to DOE [8] : ,
(Mid-Term) forecasts are presented for five scenarios
(A, B, C, D, and E), each based on a different set of
5-27
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TABLE 5-10
ENERGY PRICE ASSUMPTIONS FOR 1985
(Expressed in 1978 dollars per 10 Btu)
DATA ITEM
APPLICATION CLASS
RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL
Electricity Price
(Annual Escalation)
12.29
0.7%
12.26
0.8%
Gas Price
(Annual Escalation)
3.47
2.1%
3.02
2.3%
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assumptions. These assumptions concern the rate of eco-
nomic growth, the amount of domestic energy resources
remaining to be discovered, the cost of extracting these
resources, and the world oil price Series C assumes
moderate levels for all four variables and so it is the
middle, or "central," scenario.
The other sets of projections were used to help establish a reasonable
range of variation for these median values and to estimate price es-
calation rates.
The rates for standby service that were assumed for this study
included the following:
• a fixed standby service rate of 1 $/kW of backup
capacity provided (1978 $)
• a monthly demand charge of 4 $/kW for any standby
power purchases required (1978 $)
• an energy charge of 33 mills/kWh (1978 $)
The standby service charge was based on Pacific Gas and Electric Com-
pany's S-l rate schedule, included as Appendix K. The demand and ener-
gy charges were calculated to be consistent with the national average
energy prices assumed below.
Electric utility rates for the purchase of excee power from an
OS/EIS facility would likely be based on utility average production
cost at the time the excess power is made available. For most utili-
ties, these production vary continuously over each day and the year, al-
though the greatest variation is between on- and off-peak periods and
were based on the utilities average production costs for each interval.
Specifically, the assumed rates were:
• 28.7 mills/kWh, for on-peak power
• 20.1 mills/kWh, for off-peak power
These, values were based on average production costs (or "running rates")
for Public Service Electric and Gas Company in Newark, New Jersey, and
the ratio of average on- and off-peak production costs used in a re-
cent EPR-I study of fuel cell dual energy use systems [10] .
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CHAPTER 6
BASE CASE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents the study results for on-site fuel
cell systems that maintain no type of utility tie-in. These
include life cycle costs and annual energy consumptions for
the three fuel cell systems and the two conventional systems.
First, Section 6.1 presents the base case results, which are
the product of the methodology described in Chapter 4 and the
assumptions and inputs discussed in Chapter 5. Then, in
Section 6.2, the effects of making various alternative assump-
tions are evaluated. Included are assessments of the effects of
varying electricity prices, gas prices, fuel cell costs, tax
credits, and ownership assumptions, and utilizing thermal storage.
Economic and energy results for the cases where utility tie-in
is assumed are discussed in Chapter 7.
6.1 Base Case Results
6.1.1 Levelized Annual Costs
The economic results for the three buildings are presented
below by application. In each case, levelized annual costs for
the five energy systems are displayed graphically for each location
and across locations. These same results are numerically tabulated
in Appendix L.
Residential
Levelized annual costs for the apartment building are
presented in Figure 6-1. In general, fuel cell system life
cycle costs are higher than those for conventional systems,
except that the Type B system is roughly even with the all-
electric system in both Chicago and Dallas. The gas/electric
system offers the lowest life cycle costs in all cases, due
to its low capital cost relative to fuel cell systems and its
6-1
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low energy cost relative to the all electric system. The principal
contributors to the fuel cell systems' higher costs are clear once
these costs are broken down. Specifically, fuel cell system fixed
costs and O&M costs both are two to four times those of conventional
systems, while fuel cell system energy costs are only lower by 25 to
55 percent. Since, in this case, fixed costs and O&M make up 35 to
45 percent of the total integrated energy system life cycle costs,
the cost savings do not offset cost increases. The reasons for the
fuel cell systems' higher fixed and O&M costs are that these systems
are centralized in terms of their physical configuration, and are be-
ing compared with unitary, conventional energy systems, comprised of
standard, low-cost heating and cooling equipment located in each
apartment unit. Unitary conventional systems are, quite obviously,
the more economical choice for an apartment building of this size.
Two other observations can be made from these results. First,
the more efficient advanced technology (Type B) fuel cell system is
the most economic due to its low energy costs, while the Type A fuel
cell system is least attractive due to its lower efficiency with a
150° F return temperature. Second, changes in building site do
cause some changes in'the magnitudes of the five energy systems costs
but do not offset any of the conclusions drawn above.
Retail Store
Levelized annual costs for the retail store are presented in
Figure 6-2. Except for the Type A fuel cell system, OS/IES costs for
the store are lower for the all electric system. However, costs for
all thr:ee fuel cell systems are still higher than those for the gas
electric.system. The chief cause of the fuel cell system's increased
attractiveness relative to the all electric system is that the latter
system's fixed and O&M costs have increased relative to those of the
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fuel cell systems. Once again, the low capital and O&M costs of the
gas electric system keep its costs well below those of the fuel cell
systems. The economic relationship between the three fuel cell sys-
tems remains approximately the same as for the apartment building.
The geographic sensitivity of the retail store life cycle costs
is relatively small, but an interesting observation can be made, based
on Figure 6-2. In particular, it is observed that fuel cell system
life cycle costs increase by a greater percentage than do all-electric
system costs when shifting from Chicago to Dallas. This is a direct
result of the substitution of space cooling load, which is met quite
economically by the all electric system, for space heating load, which
is more economically supplied by the fuel cell systems.
Hospital
A most notable aspect of the hospital results presented in Figure
6-3 is that all of the on-site fuel cell systems had a lower levelized
annual cost than either conventional system. The primary reason for
this result is the dramatic increase in the relative importance of
energy costs as a component of overall life cycle costs. Specifically,
for the hospital, energy costs account for 74 percent of Type C fuel
cell system life cycle costs and 93 percent of the gas electric system
life cycle costs. For the retail store, on the other hand, correspond-
ing percentages are 61 percent and 84 percent, respectively. Both
ratios are even smaller for the residential application.
It is interesting to note, in this case, that the ratios of the
fuel cell systems' to conventional systems' fixed costs and operating
costs still remain high. Thus, it is the high thermal and electric
load factors of the hospital that increase the relative importance of
the energy cost component and make hospitals a prime application for
fuel cells.
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6.1.2 Annual Energy Consumptions
Annual energy consumption results for the three buildings are pre-
sented below by application. In each case, the total amounts of energy
consumed annually for the five energy systems are displayed graphically
for each location and across locations. These same results are numerical-
ly tabulated in Appendix L.
Residential
The fuel cell system annual energy consumptions shown in Figure
6-4 are significantly lower than those of the conventional systems when
the inefficiency of central station power conversion is taken into account.
Of course, this ranking reverses if one considers only the amount of
energy consumed at the building site. Such a comparison (of on-site con-
sumption) is fair only if a unit of electric energy is approximately
equivalent to a unit of heat from the combustion of gas. This is rarely
the case. If, on the other hand, the electricity is generated using energy
resources such as coal or nuclear, which are less scarce (than gas), it
may also be unfair to base comparisons strictly on total resources con-
sumed. We have not attempted to resolve this dilemma here. Instead,
building energy results are presented in such a way that it is clear
what fraction of total energy resource consumption takes place on-site
and what fraction takes place at a central station power plant. The
reader may then draw his own conclusions about the relative values of en-
ergy consumed by conventional and fuel cell systems.
The effects of geographic location on apartment building energy
consumption are minor. However, on-site fuel cell systems tend to re-
quire the least energy in climates where heating requirements pre-
dominate, while the resource requirements of conventional systems are
slightly lower where there is a mixture of heating and cooling, as in
Washington, D.C.
Retail Store
As Figure 6-5 shows, the energy resource savings of the fuel cell
systems relative to the conventional systems are much smaller for the
store than for the residential application. There are two reasons
for this:
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• A much larger fraction of the store's annual energy
needs are for space cooling and this is a require-
ment that the conventional systems can satisfy very
efficiently; and
• The larger, more centralized, conventional energy
equipment used for the retail store is, itself,
more efficient than the unitary conventional equip-
ment used by the apartment building.
Both conventional and on-site systems energy consumptions are
highest for Dallas and lowest for Chicago. Thus, the additional energy
required for space cooling appears to outweigh any savings in space
heatjng energy when the store is sited in relatively warmer climates.
This is characteristic of buildings which major energy loads are in-
ternal (derived from people, lighting, equipment, etc.) rather than
external (climate related).
Hospital
Fuel cell and conventional system energy consumptions for the
hospital are shown in Figure 6-6. Energy savings by the fuel cell sys-
tem are higher for the hospital than for either of the two previous
buildings. This is largely due to the high heating requirements and
high load factors of hospitals. Both space.and hot water heating re-
quirements are met more efficiently by the fuel cell integrated energy
systems.
Total energy consumptions for the fuel cell and gas/electric sys-
tems vary only slightly from one location to another (although the mix
of gas and electric energy does vary for the gas/electric system).
However, energy consumption for the all-electric system is noticeably
higher for Chicago and lower for Dallas, relative to Washington, D.C.,
reflecting these sistes1 higher and lower heating requirements, respec-
tively.
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6.2 Sensitivity of Base Case Results to Alternative Inputs
and Ass UITVD t x ons
Economic and energy analyses were repeated in a number of
cases to assess the sensitivity of the results presented in
Section 6.1 to alternative input assumptions. It was found that
the economic feasibility of the on-site fuel cell system is quite
sensitive to changes in electricity and gas prices and investment
tax credit, but quite insensitive to fuel cell purchase cost and
the type of building ownership that is assumed. Also, it was
found that thermal storage had little effect on the economic
attractiveness of the fuel cell systems, and only a small amount
of energy was saved using storage. The specific assumptions made
and results obtained are described below.
6.2.1 Electricity Price_
In order to assess the quantitative effect of a different
electricity price on the life cycle cost savings of the fuel cell
systems relative to the two conventional systems, a range of
electricity prices was assumed for the Washington store with a
Type C fuel cell system. Figure 6-7 depicts this cost variation
graphically for electricity prices ranging from 30 to 85 mills/kWh,
All other inputs were held at their base-case levels. As the fig-
ure clearly shows, the breakeven electricity price for the Type C
fuel cell system versus the all-electric system is 39 mills/kWh,
slightly lower than the base case price of 41.7 mills/kWh. When
compared to the gas/electric system, however, the breakeven price
is 58 mills/kWh, approximately 40% higher than the base case
price. As these breakeven prices are exceeded, the cost savings
get progressively higher. For electricity prices below the break-
even levels, on the other hand, savings become negative rapidly.
Probably the most relevant portions of these curves (graphs) are
those which correspond to price variations within 10 to 25% of
base case values. Larger price variations could occur, of course,
but probably not without concurrent changes in the price of gas.
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6.2.2 Gas Price
A similar assessment was made of the sensitivity of fuel
cell system cost savings to a different assumed gas price. The
results of this assessment are plotted in Figure 6-8 for the
same building, location, and fuel cell type for gas prices ranging
from 1.4 to 5.7 $/10 kJ. As in all the sensititivy analyses, all
other inputs were held at base case levels. In this case, of
course, increasing prices result in decreased savings, and vice
versa. The base case price is 2.86 $/10 kJ and the two break-
even prices are 3.03 $/10 kJ, relative to the all-electric
system, and 1.70 $/10 kJ, relative to the gas/electric system.
As Figure 6-8 shows, cost savings decrease in (approximately)
the same proportion as gas prices increase.
6.2.3 Fuel Cell Purchase Price
Prior to completing the base case analyses, it was felt that
changes in fuel cell purchase cost would likely have a large
effect on the economic feasibility of fuel cell, on-site integrated
energy systems. However, when the assumed fuel cell purchase cost
was increased by 10% over the base case value, the fuel cell sys-
tems levelized annual costs increased by less than 1,%, and costs
for the low-rise apartment buildings increased by only about 0.5%.
The exact increases that resulted for each application are shown
in Table 6-1 for the Type C fuel cell system in Washington, D.C.
Based on these results, it may be concluded that even significant
reductions in fuel cell capital cost are unlikely to have a large
effect on the cost of ownership of a fuel cell integrated energy
system. However, fuel cell purchase cost will be an important
factor in the selection of a building energy system, whenever the
selection is based on "first-cost" rather than life cycle cost.
6.2.4 Investment Tax Credits
For the various reasons discussed in Chapter 5, it was
decided not to assume an investment tax credit for any of the
three building types for the base case analyses. An investment
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tax credit could become available, however, based on a
government policy decision to promote more efficient building
energy systems. In order to assess the effect that such a tax
credit would have on integrated energy systems feasibility, there-
fore, an investment tax credit of 10% was assumed for the fuel cell
systems alone, and the effect on system life cycle cost was evaluated.
Table 6-1 lists the results of these assessments for each building
type tor the Type C fuel cell system in Washington, D. C. As the
table shows, the tax credit has the greatest effect on the life
cycle cost of the apartment building integrated energy system.
A cost reduction of about 4% results. Smaller cost reductions
result for the store and hospital, because of the proportionately
smaller fraction of their overall life cycle cost that is attri-
butable to capital investment.
6.2.5 Alternative Ownership Assumption
As mentioned in Chapter 5, two common types of ownership
were identified for both low-rise apartment buildings and retail
stores. For the base case analyses, direct ownership was assumed
for the apartment building, and a limited partnership for owner-
ship of the retail store. No alternative ownership was assumed
for the hospital, since a clear majority of all hospitals are
non-profit corporations. In assessing the effects of different
ownership assumptions for the apartment building and store, the
most common ownership alternative was evaluated for each. Speci-
fically, the assumed ownership for the apartment building was
changed to limited partnership while ownership for the store was
changed to corporation. Table 6-2 shows the specific financial data
associated with each type of ownership for these two applications,
as compared with the base case data values.
The percent change in fuel cell and conventional system level-
ized annual costs for apartment building and retail stores are listed
in Table 6-1 for the above alternative ownership assumptions. The most
notable aspect of these results is the relative insensitivity of
6-17
TABLE 6-2
FINANCIAL DATA FOR ALTERNATE OWNERSHIP ASSESSMENT
ECONOMIC DATA ITEM
• Ratio of Debt Capi-
tal to Total Capi-
tal
• Cost of Debt
• With Inflation
• Without Inflation
o Ratio of Common
Equity to Total
Capital
A Cost of Common
Equity
• With Inflation
• Without Inflation
• Composite Federal
and State Income
Tax Rate
• Building Design
and Construction
Time, Years
LOW-RISE APARTMENT
BUILDING
DIRECT
OWNERSHIP
.80
.125
.042
.20
.100
.019
.42
3.0
LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP
.75
.117
.034
.25
.110
.028
.40
3.0
RETAIL STORE
LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP
.75
.120
.037
.25
.110
.028
.45
3.5
CORPORATION
.75
.120
.037
.25
.130
.046
.50
3.5
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the base case costs to the assumed changes in building owner-
ship and financing. Apartment building annual costs decreased
by less than 1/4% when the assumed ownership was changed from
direct ownership to limited partnership, while costs for the
retail store increased by up to 1.5%. It is also interesting
to note that both of the assumed ownership and financing
options are more favorable to the conventional systems than
the fuel cell systems.
6.2.6 Evaluation of Thermal Storage Costs and Benefits
Although the integrated energy system designs described
in Chapter 4 did not include thermal storage, such a design
option was evaluated for all three applications in Washington,
D.C. Thermal energy storage has the potential to improve
energy performance by storing energy that otherwise would be
rejected. It also has a smoothing effect on equipment
operation, permitting operation at higher levels during low
load periods, while storing the energy for subsequent peak
shaving. Finally, when thermal storage is used for peak
shaving, it permits equipment size reductions, which in turn
improve part-load efficience. Thermal storage systems can
be operated on daily, seasonal, or annual cycles, each of
which require different storage sizes. For this study
it was assumed that thermal storage would be located at the
thermal output of the fuel cell and would operate on a daily
cycle.
In order to determine the required storage size and the
energy savings potential of thermal storage for each applica-
tion, the computer simulation model described in Chapter 4
was modified to determine energy transfers into and out of
storage at each hour of each day and to reduce boiler opera-
tion and fuel cell heat rejection accordingly. This process
allows both the required storage size and the annual energy
savings due to storage to be determined, as shown in Figure 6-9
6-19
Simulation Results for
Each Hour of Year
Check Boiler Output/
Heat Rejected
Adjust Store
Aggregate for 24 Hours
Determine Storage
Transfers
Determine Net Storage
Transfers
Determine Storage Size
Required for Day
Repeat for Each Day of
Year
Final Storage Size =
Maximum of all Daily
Size Requirements
Determine Daily
Boiler Fuel
Saving
Aggregate Savings
Over Year
Annual Gas Savings
Due to Storage
Figure 6-9. Thermal Storage Assessment
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The results of the thermal storage assessment are presented
in Tables 6-3 and 6-4. Table 6-3 shows the energy savings for
each building and fuel cell type, while Table 6-4 shows the cor-
responding cost saving. As Table 6-3 indicates, the energy
savings due to storage are significant, though not large, ranging
from approximately 0.6% to 4% of annual base case fuel use. Gas
savings are greatest for the apartment building (approximately
3.5%) and smallest for the store (approximately 0.65%). The
levelized annual cost savings, as shown in Table 6-4, are negative,
except for apartment building, which shows a 1% savings. Both
the store and hospital show annual cost increases of 3% and 2%,
respectively. Based on these results and the assumed capital
costs for thermal storage, the use of thermal energy storage is
not recommended for the store or hospital applications. Storage
does appear to be attractive for apartment buildings, however,
although its use will increase the initial (capital) cost of the
fuel cell system still further.
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TABLE 6-3
RESULTS OF STORAGE SIZE AND ENERGY SAVINGS
(Location: Washington, D. C.)
BUILDING
APARTMENT
APARTMENT
APARTMENT
STORE
STORE
STORE
HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL
TYPE ' OF
FUEL CELL
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
SIZE OF
STORAGE
(106 kJ)
3.0
2.4
1.2
12.9
13.2
20.9
38.9
45.5
41.3
GAS SAVED
(106 kJ)
204.7
191
195.2
194.1
151.9
488.5
882
2730.3
1417.9
AS %
INPUT ENERGY
3.2
3.7
3.5
0.65
0.58
1.70
0.95
3.47
1.67
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CHAPTER 7
ON-SITE FUEL CELL SYSTEM WITH UTILITY TIE-IN
In addition to designing and analyzing on-site fuel cell
systems for stand-alone operation, an assessment was made of
the costs and benefits of maintaining an interconnection between
the on-site system and an electric utility. Such an inter-
connection permits a reduction in the required amount of reserve
fuel cell capacity. However, the building owner must pay a
standby charge for this service, plus a demand and energy charge
for all electricity purchased during fuel cell outages. This
chapter discusses how the fuel cell system design is affected
by grid interconnection, describes the assumed costs of inter-
connection, and evaluates such operation relative to stand-
alone operation, first under the assumption that the on-site
system does not sell excess power to the utility and then for
the case where power sales to the utility are permitted.
7.1 On-Site System With Utility Tie-in But No Power Sales
As stated earlier, the primary advantage of interconnecting
the on-site system with the utility grid is a reduction in the
cost of providing the redundant fuel cell capacity required to
meet the electrical service reliability goal. If the on-site
system is not permitted to sell power to the utility, this cost
reduction is the sole benefit of grid interconnection, while
the cost of interconnection will vary, depending on the specific
utility's rates for standby service. Theoretically, of course,
if a grid connection is maintained, the on-site facility could
be sized to an electrical capacity somewhat lower than the build-
ing's annual peak, with the utility meeting all electrical
demands in excess of the on-site peak capacity. However, it was
required for this study that utility power be purchased only
during unscheduled outages of the on-site fuel cell system.
7-1
Thus, fuel cell capacity must always be either equal to or greater
than the anticipated peak electrical demand of the building which
it serves.
In determining the fuel cell system capacity and required
amount of utility backup, maximum use was made of information
developed for the reliability analysis of the stand-alone on-site
systems. Specifically, during this earlier analysis a number of
fuel cell systems that exactly met the specified reliability
goal were identified for each building/location combination. As
illustrated previously in Table 4-5, each system was composed
of from 3 to as many as 15 equally-sized modules. In considering
utility backup for a given building and location, one or more
modules in each of those module sets were replaced by an equiva-
lent amount of utility standby capacity. This was done only in
those instances where the reduced fuel cell capacity would still
meet or exceed the annual peak electrical load. This one-for-one
exchange of utility backup capacity for fuel cell capacity assures
that the reliability of the modified on-site fuel cell system will
slightly exceed the reliability goal met by the stand-alone system,
since each unit of utility power is provided at higher reliability
than the fuel cell capacity it replaces. After making all the sub-
stitutions of utility backup for fuel cell capacity, that were
possible for a given building and location, each option was
evaluated, and the lowest cost option .selected, as illustrated
in Figure 7-1. .
In evaluating each of the utility, backup options it was
necessary to calculate and compare the annual decrease in fixed
charges due to the reduction in fuel cell capacity and the annual
cost increase for utility backup. .The former quantity was
computed simply by calculating the decreasing fuel cell plant
installed capital cost and multiplying by the appropriate fixed
charge rate.
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Utility backup charges were based on an assumed rate schedule
for standby service. Specifically, a rate schedule similar to that
used by Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E) for standby service
(Schedule S-l) was assumed. In accordance with this rate schedule the
on-site system must pay a monthly fee of l$/kW for each month during
which standby service is provided and appropriate demand and energy
charges for all power purchased during fuel cell plant outages.
The assumed demand and energy charges were calculated to be consistent
both with the existing demand charges in the three geographic loca-
tions and with the assumed national average electricity price used
in the previous analyses. The values used were:
• Demand Charge 4$/kW/mo
• Energy Charge 33 mills/kWh
Obviously, the total annual demand charge will depend both on
the number of fuel cell plant outages and on the months in which they
occur. The total building electricity required but not served by
the fuel cell system due to unscheduled outages was calculated by
Public Service Electric and Gas Company. However, because the system
simulation was deterministic rather than probabilistic, it did not
provide an estimate of the times of occurrence or duration of system.
Because of this, there was no way of knowing the number of months in
which a demand charge would be incurred. For simplicity, it was
assumed that each fuel cell system would experience one or more un-
scheduled outage(s) that would occur in, or span, two different months.
Thus, the annual demand charge in each case was
Annual Demand Charge = 4$/kW/mo X 2 mos/yr = 8$/kW/yr
Using the above methodology, fuel cell configurations and utility
backup capacities were specified for each building and location,
and the respective charges in annual costs to the energy system
owner were calculated. The results of these calculations are pre-
sented in Table 7-1. As the results show, the savings are positive
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in most instances, but the magnitude of these savings are so small
as to have an almost negligible effect on the annual costs reported
in Chapter 6. As the next section will show, the relative benefits
of selling excess power to the utility are more significant.
7.2 On Site-System with Utility Tie-in and Power Sales
The two primary effects of power sales to the utility are an
increase in revenue from energy sales and an increase in the amount
and cost of gas consumed to produce this additional electricity. For
integrated energy systems, however, there also is a less obvious
effect, that of an increase in the amount of useful heat produced
for on-site consumption. Figure 7-2 shows how the simulation pro-
cedure described in Chapter 4 was modified to produce the information
required to evaluate all three effects. As the figure shows, two
of the more subtle results of producing excess power may be a reduc-
tion in the use of supplemental heating equipment and a substitu-
tion of absorption for electric compression chilling, both as a result
of increased heat production. Required simulation outputs include:
• total excess electrical energy produced
• net increase in gas consumption by fuel cell
• decrease in gas consumption by boiler.
Once these quantities have been calculated the net annual savings due
to power sales is computed, as shown in Figure 7-3.
In general, the amount that a utility will pay for self-genera-
ted power will be based on that utility's incremental production cost
at the time of exchange. Although incremental costs vary con-
tinuously throughout the_day, the greatest difference in these
costs occurs between the so-called "on-peak hours" (assumed for
this study to be 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.). and the "off-peak hours" (all
other times). Therefore, for each time interval, a single
7-6
Simulation results of system
performance for the case of
no-sales,
• levels of operation of equipment
• outputs of equipment
• inputs of equipment
Fuel cell operating at capacity
• excess electricity
• excess gas input
e excess heat available
Turn down boiler
• gas saved
I Turn down electric resistance
• electricity saved
_i
Turn down heat
• electricity, saved
! Turn down vapor compression
jchiller ;
jTurn up absorption chiller
'•' electricity saved
Total electricity available;
for sale
net increase in qas use
Aggregate results for all hours
and days for annual performance
Figure 7-2. Model for Computing the Effect of
Sales of Electricity to Utility
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"buyback rate" was specified, to represent the average level of
incremental production costs over either the on- or off-peak period.
The buyback rates used were:
• On-Peak Rate for power sales to utility 28.7 mills/kWh
• Off-Peak Rate for power sales to utility 20.1 mills/kWh
These rates were based on estimates by PSE&G and Mathtech.
In view of the above rates for power sales to the utility, there
are two obvious strategies for operating the on-site fuel cell to
produce excess power
• operation at full capacity at all times, selling excess
electricity
• operation at full capacity during on-peak period only, with
off-peak operating levels determined by building requirements
only.
Both strategies were investigated since their relative benefits
could not be determined without an assessment of the amount and
value of any excess thermal energy produced.
The economic results of these investigations are presented in
Figure 7-4 for both on-peak sales and the combined sales. Although
the savings for peak hour sales are generally positive, the re-
duction in cost is not sufficient to warrant a utility connection
Savings are greatest for the retail store application because the
capacity factor for the retail store's on-site system is significant-
ly lower than those for the other two buildings. (Thus, there is
more excess capacity available for sale to the utility.)
In all but two cases, namely the on-site systems for the store
and hospital that use a Type B fuel cell, these savings become neg-
ative when off-peak sales are combined with peak hour sales. For
7-9
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the store and hospital systems that use a Type B fuel, cell, however,
the greater efficiency of the Type B fuel cell and the lower price
of gas to commercial customers combine to make average off-peak
electric energy costs for these two systems lower than the off-peak
buyback rate of the electric utility. Thus, for these two systems
it is profitable to sell excess off-peak electricity, and the savings
due to power sales are increased.
Table 7-2 lists the respective efficiencies of generating addi-
tional electricity for sale to the utility. In calculating these
efficiencies the amount of electrical energy produced for sale was
divided by the amount of additional gas to .the fuel cell less the
reduction in gas to the boiler. In general, the resulting efficien-
cies are the same or only slightly higher than the three fuel cells
efficiencies of producing electricity alone.
Several conclusions may be drawn from the above results.
Specifically, for the buildings considered here and the assumed buy-
back rates:
• the sale of excess power during on-peak hours is marginally
attractive for most applications but may be worthwhile for
the retail store and Type B fuel cell.
• The sale of excess power during on- and off-peak hours com-
bined is generally unattractive, except for the store and
hospital systems that employ a Type B fuel cell.
In addition, from an energy supply perspective, any benefits that can
be realized from the production of off-peak electricity using fuel
cells must be weighed against the unfavorable effects of displacing
base-load generation that uses coal or nuclear resources.
The apartment building system with the Type B fuel cell purchases
gas at the residential price which is 15% higher than the commercial
price. Thus, the Type B system for the apartment building has an
average off-peak energy cost of 22.0 mills/kWh, while the average
off-peak energy costs for the store and hospital are 18.1 mills/kWh
and 16.9 mills/kWh, respectively.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
The economic and technical results presented and discussed in
Chapters 6 and 7 make it possible to draw a number of conclusions
about fuel cell on-site integrated energy systems. Although the
conclusions are based on results for only three residential/
commercial applications and three specific buildings, the three
applications account for approximately 24% of all residential/
commercial energy use and each building design was selected to be
representative of the broader application class.
As stated previously, the base case study results are those for
the fuel cell OS/IES without a utility tie-in. For such systems
and the building designs analyzed, the economic results indicate that
fuel cell system life cycle costs are:
• 0% to 33% higher than those of conventional low-rise apart-
ment building energy systems
• 13% lower to 26% higher than those of conventional store
energy systems
• 5% to 49% lower than those of conventional hospital energy
systems.
In every case, the costs for the gas/electric conventional system
are at the low end of the conventional system cost range with the
all-electric system at the high end. Based on these results, it is
concluded that fuel cell on-site, integrated energy systems are
economically attractive for hospitals, marginally attractive for
retail stores, and generally unattractive for low-rise apartment
buildings.
Similarly, the annual energy consumption analysis indicated
that fuel cell system energy resource consumptions are:
Excluding energy use by single-family detached housing.
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• 24% to 54% lower than those of conventional low-rise
apartment building energy systems
• 8% to 31% lower than those of conventional store energy
systems
« 35% to 58% lower than those of conventional hospital
energy systems.
In every case, gas/electric system annual energy ^resump
are lower than those or the corresponding all-electro o^-steni. Based
on these results, it is concluded that the use of fuel cell on-site
integrated energy systems would greatly reduce consumption in
hospitals and low-rise apartment buildings and reduce retail store
energy consumption by a lesser amount.
In evaluating fuel cell integrated energy systems, the relative
merits of three fuel cell types were compared for each application.
Because of its high efficiency and excellent part load performance,
the Type B fuel cell is the most attractive, both in terms of energy
consumption and life cycle cost. The Type A fuel cell is least
attractive, because of its somewhat higher purchase cost and the
higher hot water return temperature that is assumed. The Type C
fuel cell falls somewhere between these, two, having the lowest
purchase cost of all three fuel cells but an energy efficiency
that is somewhat lower than that of the Type B cell.
Geographic location has a relatively minor effect on the above
conclusions. For the apartment building, the fuel cell system is a
little more attractive in Chicago, because of the relative efficiency
of the integrated energy system in meeting higher heating demands,
and in Dallas, because of the high electricity cost for space cooling
of the two conventional systems. For the retail store, the relative
attractiveness of the fuel cell system is essentially unaffected by
changes in geographic location, although energy consumption (and
cost) for all five systems increases proportionately with the average
temperature of the building site. Finally, for the hospital, the
fuel cell system is a little more attractive relative to the
8-2
all-electric system in Chicago, because of the inefficiency of
electric space-heating in such a cold climate, and a little more
attractive relative to the gas/electric system in Dallas, because
of the inefficiency of operating absorption chillers from a boiler.
Various integrated energy system design and operating alterna-
tives, including utility backup, sale of excess power to the utility,
and thermal storage, were evaluated. Utility backup without power
sales did not appreciably change the conclusions drawn above, but
power sales to the utility, increased the economic savings of the
fuel cell system by up to 11%. Finally, the costs of thermal storage
were generally found to exceed any benefits storage would produce
in terms of reduced energy costs. However, the use of storage would
reduce annual gas consumption by 1% to 4%.
Sensitivity assessments were made of various input parameters
and assumptions. Variations in gas and electric prices were found
to have the greatest effects on fuel cell system economic savings,
which ranged from 4% to 8%. The effects of a 10% investment tax
credit for the on-site systems also were significant. Such a tax
credit would cause the life cycle cost for these systems to decrease
from 4% for the apartment building to 1% for the hospital, with
savings for the store falling in between.
From a purely economic standpoint, either a significant increase
in the price of electricity or decrease in the price of gas will be
required in order to provide a real incentive for building owners
to install fuel cell integrated energy systems in low-rise apartment
buildings and retail stores. The incentive for hospitals may already
be great enough.
From an energy use standpoint, the resource savings for apartments
and hospitals is impressive, while that for stores is relatively
modest. What may be more important in this regard, however, is the
relative savings in scarce or premium fuels, including oil and
8-3
possibly gas. If utility electricity is generated primarily with
more abundant resources, such as coal and nuclear, the fuel cell
systems could be saving total energy at the expense of an increase
in scarce fuel consumption. One way of avoiding such a situation
would be the development of fuel cells that utilize a clean, coal-
derived gas or a biologically-derived gas. However •, much uncertain-
ty remains about the costs of such fuels.
8-4
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FUEL CELL CHARACTERISTICS
APPENDIX A
FUEL CELL.CHARACTERISTICS
Three types of fuel cells are considered for the analysis in
this study. All three fuel cells are of the phosphoric acid type
e Type A — Present Generation Fu«. Cell
e Type B — Advanced Technology Fuel Cell
o Type C — Near-Term Technology Fuel Cell
The Type A and Type C fuel cell power plants are representative of
those being developed for commercialization in the 1985 time frame.
The Type B fuel cell power plant represents a significant technology
advance over the other two types.
All fuel cell power plants considered in this study are assumed
to be self-containedunits consisting of a fuel processor, a fuel
cell power unit, an electrical inverter, a cooling system, and a
heat recovery system. All power plants have two sources of recover-
able thermal energy: (1) the recirculating coolant loop, which is
a high-temperature source, and (2) the reformer and cathode vents,
which is a low-temperature source. Heat can be recovered indivi-
dually from the two sources, as in the Type A fuel cell; or the heat
SVC's can be internally combined, as in Types B and C.
The recovery of thermal energy from the heat recovery system
is entirely optional and does not affect the fuel cell system opera-
tion. Heat which cannot be recovered by the heat recovery system,
or heat from the heat recovery system that is not utilized, is
automatically removed by the cooling-system. The cooling fan is in-
cluded in the module.
The fuel processor converts the hydrocarbon fuel, assumed for
this study to be natural gas, to a hydrogen-rich gaseous stream
which is suitable for reacting in the fuel cell.
A-l
The electrical inverter converts the d-c electrical output
from the fuel cell to regulated a-c. It is also assumed that fuel
cell modules will be available with either single-phase or three-
phase output at any voltage level, and for this study the fuel cell
module capital cost is assumed to be independent of the number of
phases or the voltage level provided by the inverter.
Figures A-l through A-7 show the electrical efficiency of the
fuel cell power plant and the amount of recoverable thermal energy
(expressed as a fraction of input energy) from the fuel cell power
plant.
Table A-l summarizes the technical performance data.
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FIGURE A-l
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FIGURE A-4
TYPE B FUEL CELL ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY
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FIGURE A-5
TYPE B FUEL CELL HEAT RECOVERY EFFICIENCY
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FIGURE A-6
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TABLE A-l
FUEL CELL TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE DATA
CHARACTERISTICS
Nardrial Operating Teinperature, C
Fuel
Mechanical Characteristics:
Specific Weight, kg/kW
Footprint, M2AW
Height, M
Interface Requirements :
Fuel Line, SCMH/kW (max flow)
Cooling Air, SCMHAW2' (for
interior installations only)
For No Heat Recovery
For Max Heat Recovery
Exhaust^/ (for interior only) ,
SCMHAW
Minimum Power, % of Rated
Maximum Power, % of Rated
Maximum Hot Water Delivery,
Temperature °C
Maximum Steam Delivery Pres-
sure, kPa .
Minimum Module Size, kW '
Maximum Module Size, kW-V
O&M Cost, mills AWh
Forced Outage Rate
Purchase Price (1978 $) for
fuel cell with capacity of
X kW
TYPE A
190 - 14
Natural Gas
68
0.1
2.0
0.33
260
58
8.5
0
100
71
414
5
300
6
0 .03
615.x0-93
TYPE B
204 - 14
Natural Gas
77
0.1
2.0
0.33
212
58
8.5
29
100
414
5
300
6
0.03
463-x 0 ' 9 3
TYPE C
176 - 14
Natural Gas
68
0.12
2.1
0.33
43
43
29
20
100
93
_ —
5
300
6
0.03
420 'x 0 ' 9 3
' Natural gas was the fuel assumed for this study. Other fuels are possibli
however, minor modifications to the fuel processor may be required if a
different fuel is used.
2/ The cooling air stream and the exhaust stream may be combined in a common
duct.
' Any size (to within 1 kW) between the minimum and maximum sizes was assumj
to be available.
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APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX B
DESCRIPTION OF STUDY BUILDINGS
B.1 Low-Rise Apartment Building
B.1.1 Summary Description of Selected Building
A. Name and Location:
Sodders Road Apartments
Salem, New Jersey . •
B. Form: Two-story rectangular structure, consisting of 12
apartments on each floor. Each apartment consists of a
living room, dining area, kitchen, 2 bedrooms, and bath
with laundry facilities. Each apartment has its own en-
trance from the exterior.
C. Size: The total gross area is 20,496 sq. ft. Each dwell-
ing unit is 854 gross sq. ft.
D. Construction: Wood stud walls, second floor framed with
wood joists, wood roof truss system. The first floor is
a concrete slab on grade. The roof is sloped and consists
of asphalt shingles on plywood sheathing over the wood
trusses. Batt insulation is installed at the bottom
- chords of the trusses (second floor,ceiling). The peri-
meter walls consist of 4" brick 2" x 4" wood studs with
' . batt insulation, and a finished interior layer of1/2"
drywall. Party walls between units are 8" concrete ma-
sonry units.
E. Building Orientation and Floor Plan: See Figure B-l.
B.I.2 . Modifications
The base design was modified by expansion from 1.2 dwelling
units per building to 24 units to provide a total predicted
. load on the order of 100 'kW. This is a reasonable design;
;
 the number of units per building is often the result of
. " site considerations. While two 12-unit buildings would
have approximately the same energy needs, the use of a fuel
. , cell, central plant suggest a single building to eliminate
the construction cost and energy losses of transmission
lines.
B.I. 3 ASHRAE.. 90-75 Compliance ,
 :
The building envelope complies with ASHRAE-90 for all lo-
cations. The HVAC systems, both original and re-designed,
comply with ASHRAE 90-75. Lighting was adjusted to comply
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with the Massachusetts Energy Code (used as a simple
alternative to the complex lighting calculations re-
quired by ASHRAE 90-75).
B.I.4 Additional Assumption: Individual apartments were not
modeled separately. Instead, the entire building was
modeled, assuming a single interior zone and a separate
exterior zone for each building exposure.
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B.2 Retail Store
B.2.1 Summary Description of Selected Building
A. Name and Location:
Retail Store
Sears, Roebuck and Company
South Hills Mall
Poughkeepsie, New York
B. Form: One-story, rectangular "anchor" store, attached
to a suburban enclosed mall shopping center.
C. Size: The gross floor area is 112,163 square feet, of
which 75 percent is Retail/Administration and 25 percent
is Receiving/Stock Rooms.
D. Construction: Structural steel column and beam system
with steel roof joists. The roof is flat and consists of
a metal deck, rigid insulation board, and built-up roofing.
The perimeter walls consist of a 4" brick exterior, 2" air
space, 8" concrete block interior with a finished surface
of drywall over metal furring. The floor slab is concrete
on grade.
E. Building Orientation and Floor Plan: See Figures B-2
through B-3.
B.2.2 Modifications
A. The building was modified by elmination of an attached
Auto Center. This is justified by:
1) Current Sears practice incorporates the Auto Center
into the basic envelope.
2) Auto Centers are in effect different use types, in
that a high percentage of the space is industrial
(garage).
3) Integral or attached Auto Centers are not typical
of the generic building type.
B. A further simplification/modification involved interior
sub-division. Since the arrangement of retail, storage,
and administrative space varies widely in buildings of
this type, and since specific sub-division is not essen-
tial, each zone was assigned a proportionate share of
each of those three space types.
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B.2.3 ASHRAE 90-75 Compliance
The Study building was superior to the requirements of ASHRAE
90-75 in most respects. Three adjustments were made:
1) Roof insulation was increased to meet ASHRAE 90-75
standards.
2) The lighting level was reduced from 3.46 w/ft to
3.0 w/ft2 to meet the requirements of the Massachu-
setts Energy Code (used as a simple alternative to
the complex lighting calculations required by ASHRAE
90-75).
3) Since HVAC systems were in effect redesigned for this
project, because of new climates, the requirements of
ASHRAE 90-75 were incorporated into HVAC systems and
components.
B.3 Hospital
B.3.1 Summary Description of Selected Building
A. Name and Location:
Good Samaritan Hospital
Hataway Park and South Third Street
Lebanon, Pennsylvania
B. Form: Four floors with basement open to grade on one
side, attached to an existing hospital unit.
C. Size: The gross floor area is 118,867 sq. ft. There are
a total of 120 patient-care beds. The ground floor is
open to grade on one side and contains Emergency, Radio-
logy and Physical Therapy facilities. The first floor
contains Administration, Snack Bar, Operating Suite,
Laboratory, and Intensive Care facilities. Patient-care
facilities are located on the second, third, and fourth
floors.
D. Construction: Poured-in-place reinforced concrete column,
beam and floor system. The roof is flat and consists of
a concrete deck with insulating fill and built-up roof
above. The perimeter walls consist of 4" brick exterior,
2" air space, 6" concrete block interior, with a finished
surface of drywall over metal furring.
E. Building Orientation and Floor Plan: See Figures B-4 through
B-5.
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B.3.2 Modifications
A. The building was modified by the elimination of the at-
tached, older hospital facility. This is justified by
the fact that the Ballinger addition could exist as an
independent unit since it contains, in the proper por-
tions, all the elements of a moderate sized suburban
or rural hospital.
B. A further simplification/modification involved fenestra-
tion. The Ballinger window design included a section in
the plane of the mail wall combined with a section angled
back into the building so as to "afford" an exterior view
to each patient in a 2-bed room. This window design was
simplified/modified by the substitution of a window of
equivalent area, in the plane of the main wall. This is
justified by the fact that the original design is atypical
and of no significance to this Study, as it was done solely
to provide patient views from a particular arrangement of
beds.
B.3.3 ASHRAE 90-75 Compliance
The Study building met the requirements of ASHRAE 90-75 in
most respects. However, the following adjustments were made:
1) Roof installation was increased to meet ASHRAE 90-75
for all three locations.
2) The original and redesigned HVAC systems were revised
to meet the requirements of ASHRAE 90-75.
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APPENDIX C
AXCESS INPUTS
TABLE C-l
BUILDING DESIGN INPUTS: LOW-RISE APARTMENT BUILDING
• Building Size:
- Roof 10,248 ft2 (952 M2)
- Walls 8,442 ft2 (784 M2)
- Glass 1,704 ft2 (158 M2)
- Gross Floor Area 20,496 ft2 (1904 M2)
• Master Ceiling Height:
8 ft (2.44 M)
• Average U-Factors (BTUH/°F-ft2) kW+/°C-M2
- Roof 0.050 0.284
- Walls 0.100 0.568
- Glass 0.750 4.26
Maximum Occupancy:
(see occupancy profile #4 attached)
72
• Indoor Conditions:
Summer: 78°F (26°C),50% relative humidity
Winter: 72°F, (22°C), 5% relative humidity
C-l
TABLE C-2
BASE UTILITY LOADS: LOW-RISE APARTMENT BUILDING
LOAD
Interior Lighting and
Recepticles
Exterior Lighting
Exhaust Fans
Cooking Equipment
Food Service Refrigeration
Individual Units - Domestic
Hot Water Heating
VALUE (kW)
13
5
2
39
4
42
PROFILE #
1
4
2
1
3
C-2
TABLE C-3
APARTMENT BUILDING ENERGY USE PROFILE
(% of Base Utility Load)
PROFILE
HR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
SUN
49
39
35
35
35
36
40
48
51
48
47
48
48
48
49
49
61
83
95
100
100
95
83
64
1 -
MON
49
39
35
35
35
36
40
48
51
48
47
48
48
48
49
49
61
83
95
100
100
95
83
64
LIGHTG,APPLIANCES«REFRIGERAT
TUE
49
39
3.5
35
35
36
40
48
51
48
47
48
48
48
49
49
61
83
9.5
100
100
95
83
64
WED
49
39
35
35
35
36
40
48
51
48
47
48
48
48
49
49
61
83
95
100
100
95
83
64
THR
49
39
35
35
35
36
40
48
51
48
47
48
48
48
49
49
61
83
95
100
100
95
83
64
FRI
49
39
35
35
35
36
40
48
51
48
47
48
48
48
49
49
61
83
9.5
100
100
95
83
64
SAT
49
39
35
35
35
36
40
48
51
48
47
48
48
48
49
49
61
83
95
100
100
95
83
64
HOL
49
39
35
35
35
36
40
48
51
48
47
48
48
48
49
49
61
83
95
100
100
95
83
64
VAC
49
39
35
35
35
36
40
48
51
48
47
48
48
48
49
49
61
83
95
100
100
95
83
64
PROFILE
HR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
SUN
4
2
0
0
2
8
22
32
28
21
25
32
32
28
33
51
79
100
59
25
13
9
9
8
2 -
MON
4
2
0
0
2
8
22
32
28
21
25
32
32
28
33
51
79
100
59
25
13
9
9
8
RANGE OVEN
TUE
4
2
0
0
2
8
22
32
28
21
25
32
32
28
33
51
79
100
59
25
13
9
9
8
WED
4
2
0
0
2
8
22
52
28
21
25
32
32
28
33
51
79
100
59
25
13
9
9
8
THR
4
2
0
0
2
8
22
32
28
21
2S
32
32
28
33
51
79
100
59
25
15
9
9
8
FRI
4
2
0
0
• 2
8
22
32
28
21
25
32
52
28
33
51
79
100
59
25
13
9
9
8
SAT
4
2
0
, 0
2
8
22
32
28
21
25
32
52
?8
33
51
79
100
59
25
13
9
9
8
HOL
4
2
0
0
2
8
22
32
28
21
25
32
32
28
35
51
79
100
59
25
13
9
9
8
VAC
4
2
0
0
2
8
22
32
28
21
25
32
32
28
35
51
79
100
59
25
15
9
9
8
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TABLE C-3 (continued)
APARTMENT BUILDING ENERGY USE PROFILE
(% of Base Utility Load)
PROFILE
HR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
c-j;;
'5
5
5
5
5
20
45
45
45
35
40
40
40
30
20
25
40
45
45
40
40
30
20
15
3 -
KON
5
5
5
5
5
30
40
55
55
45
40
45
45
35
25
55
50
65
60
50
40
30
25
15
DOMESTIC
TUE
5
5
5
5
5
30
40
55
55
45
40
45
45
35
25
35
50
65
60
50
40
30
25
15
WED
5
5
5
5
5
30
40
55
55
45
40
45
45
35
25
35
50
65
60
50
40
30
25
15
HOT WATER HTG
THR
5
5
5
5
5
30
40
55
55
45
40
45
45
35
25
35
50
65
60
50
40
30
25
15
FRI
5
5
5
5
5
30
40
55
55
45
40
45
45
35
25
35
50
65
60
50
40
30
25
15
SAT
5
5
5
5
5
25
45
45
50
50
45
40
40
35
20
30
45
50
40
40
40
35
25
15
HOL
5
5
5
5
5
20
45
45
45
35
40
40
40
30
20
25
40
45
45
40
40
30
20
15
VAC
5
5
5
5
5
20
45
45
45
35
40
40
40
30
20
25
40
45
45
40
40
30
20
15
PROFILE
HR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
SUN
95
95
95
95
95
95
90
90
80
70
70
70
70
70
70
80
80
80
95
95
95
95
95
95
4 -
MON
95
95
95
95
95
95
80
80
75
65
65
65
65
65
65
80
80
85
85
85
95
95
95
95
OCCUPANCYiEXHAUST FANS
TUE
95
95
95
95
95
95
80
80
75
65
65
65
65
65
65
80
80
85
85
85
95
95
95
95
WED
95
95
95
95
95
95
80
80
75
65
65
65
65
65
65
80
80
85
85
85
95
95
95
95
THR
95
95
95
95
95
95
80
80
75
65
65
65
65
65
65
80
80
85
85
85
95
95
95
95
FRI
95
95
95
95
95
95
80
80
75
65
65
65
65
65
65
80
80
85
85
85
95
95
95
95
SAT
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
90
80
80
75
70
70
70
70
75
80
90
95
95
95
95
95
95
HOL
95
95
95
95
95
95
90
90
SO
70
70
70
70
70
70
80
80
80
95
95
95
95
95
95
VAC
95
95
95
95
95
95
90
90
80
70
70
70
70
70
70
80
80
80
95
95
95
95
95
95
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TABLE C-4
BUILDING DESIGN INPUTS: RETAIL STORE
• Building Size:
- Roof . 112,163 ft2 (10,420 M2)
- Walls (not including glass) 27,063 ft2 (2,514 M2)
- Glass 1,801 ft2 (167 M2)
- Gross Floor Area 112,163 ft2 (10,420 M2)
• Master Ceiling Height: 10 ft (3.05 M)
• Average U-Factors BTUH/°F-ft2 kWt/°C-M2
- Roof 0.100 0.568
- Walls 0.214 1.216
- Glass 0.600 3.410
• Maximum Occupancy: (see occupancy profile f2 attached)
« Indoor Conditions:
- Summer 78°F (26°C), 50% Relative Humidity
- Winter 72°F (22°C), 5% Relative Humidity
• Infiltration, Air Changes Per Hour
- Perimeter Zone, West 4.0
- All Other Perimeter Zones 1.5
- Interior Zone 0
NOTE; Economizer cycle assumed.
C-5
TABLE C-5
BASE UTILITY LOADS: RETAIL STORE
LOAD
Interior Lighting ancL
Recepticles
Exterior Lighting
Exhaust Fans
Cooking Equipment
Food Service Refrigeration
Individual Units - Domestic
Hot Water Heating
Business Machines
Cooking Exhaust Fans
VALUE (kW)
281
22
6
97
12
60
56
12
PROFILE #
1
-0
4
5
' 6
7
3
5
C-6
TABLE C-6
RETAIL STORE ENERGY USE PROFILES
(% of Base Utility Load)
PROFILE
HR
1
2
3
4
5
; 6
7
8
9
•10 ....
11
12
.13...,14,:,
15
16
17,,.
18
19
20
21
122.:
23
24
SUN
5
..,...-.5
5
5
.... . 5
. ..„ 5
5
10
10
,,40
40
60
,,,60
:.:;. 6 o
60
60
.....60
: 40
20
5
5
5
5
5
PROFILE
HR
1
2
3
4
,,,5 .
6
7
8
9
10 ...
11
12
13 ,
14 ..
15
16
17 .
18
19
20
21
 J22 *
23
24
SUN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.. . 10
20
20
40
. 40
40
40
40
..,. 40
20
10
0
.... 0
,.•;• o
0
0
1 -
MON
5
5
5
5
5
5
20
40
90
90
90
90
90
"... 90
90
90
90
: 90
60
60
50
20
5
5
2 -
MON
0
0
0
0
0
.. ..' 0
0
20
.... • 50
50
75
80
. 80
80
80
80
. ..... 50
50
50
30
30
10
T)
0
II
TUE
...... 5
5
5
5
.. . 5
.... 5
20
40
90
:. 90
90
90
,.,90
• • - . . • • . : '
•ITERIOR LIGHTING
WED THR FRI
5 5. 5
5
5
5
, ,.,,,,5,
, . :«. 5
20
40
,90
;...%;_>: 90.
90
90
90
90 :!90
90 90
90 90
90 90
90 "^'~ •"•'• 90
60 ~ """60
60 60
50 50
20 20
5 5
5 5
PEOPLE
TUE WED
..:. 0, .... 0.
0
0
0
, o.
0
0
20
, 50,
50
75
80
80
: 80
80
80
, .50
50
50
30
. 30
10
0
0
. . . . . 0
0
0
:,, ,o,
0
20
-,..,,50..
"75"
80
80,
.'." 80
80
..,,...50.; .so
50
30
, 30
1 0
0
0
"•"•." 5
5
5
5
. . ':.•'•• 5
20
40
90
;^,.:,,90
90
90
,...90,
90
90
90
:„ 90
:^ i.90.
60
60
, 50
•:: 20
5
5
THR
0.
•,,,,,o,.
0
0
• ~r-.-~ 0
'"""" o'
20
,„,.„,„ 50,
i-:..i,50:
75
80
~80
80
. ... 50
••'•;. 50
- fn-^ a,. J \J -.
50
30
.„.. 30
;._LIO.
0
0
•;'•'! 5
5
5
5
, , 5'.-J>
20 ,
' 40
,„ ' 90 .,
90.
90
90
,, ,90,,.,,
"~-^
:
9(f~
90
~"~'6'0
60
.. . ,50 ,,,
"r:. 20:..
5
5
FRI
.:„ .0.,.,,
"""o .'
0 ,
o" ~
20
"•""""'75
80
_80
"""""so "'
80
., „„ 50 ._.
A ..'.'so';:".'
50
30
., 130, ,
,.., ._io ........
0
0
SAT
5
: ••- •>
5
5
5
*<• • '• 5
20
40
,90
90
90
90
.,,,,.90
"90
90
-,.,M
'S-.90
60
60
50
20
5
5
SAT
0
::•:,,, o.
0
0
, 0.
Ll :0
0
20
ilso.
75
80
..80
i 80
80
80
.,,50
: so
50
30
, 30
0
0
.-.:.-•• "V •/;••: .;
HOL
5
' '••'•• 5
5
5
,;..,,, 5
5
10
,, 10
... 40
40
60
60
V 60
60
60
,„,„,,. 60
,,,,„.,. ^^
5
5
.-..:.. ',.5
5
5
HOL
...... .. 0i:.l,:, :.o
0
0
0
0
,,.,..,,.10,j,:\i'2o
20
40
40
VAC
5
"i"-:. 5
5
5
""-' ,••• 5-
5
10
10
. 40
40
60
T-ry.60.
60
60
!9,^,,,6.0.
"'"' 20
5
5
5
5
5
VAC
,,0.
••":.,. 0
0
0
,.,o,
.;, ...o.
0
0
10
1 20
20
40
,40
^ .,40, 40
40 40
40 40
„ ,,..,.40 40
:•.;:•: ,20,." 20
10 10
0 0
0 ... 0
, o o.
0 0
0 0
C-7
TABLE C-6 (continued)
RETAIL STORE ENERGY USE PROFILES
(% of Base Utility Load)
PROFILE
HR
„,!.,.,,
""3 "" '
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 ..
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
.18 " '
19
20
21 .
I22.i2
23
24
SUN
,.,..,,,0
' o
0
60
"60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
,60
60
60
60
" 60,
60
60
60
:.?.-; o:
0
-.. 0
3 -
MON
0
;'' ,o
o
0
60
60
60
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
.60
60
60
60
0
0
0
BUSINESS MACHINES
TUE
0
0
0
0
60
60
60
100
100jTooj
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
60
60
60
60
: 0
0
0
WED
0
0
0
0
60
. 60.
60
100
_ioo.
"' 100 ;
100
100
100
.." 100
100
100
... 1 o o
6 0
60
60
60
"'•'.. 9
0
0
THR
0
"0
0
0
60
_ . 6 o;
60
100
100
SSlooll
100
100
100
100 _"
100
100
100
,1' 60 .
60
60
60
•,-".'•;• '.-' Q . '
0
0
FRI
0
. 0
0
0
60
60 ...
60
100ioo_
':"! 0 0 '&
~*1QO
100
100
.100 J.
100
100
100
' 6 0
60
60
60
0
0
0
SAT
0
0
0
0
60
. "so:
60
100
100
£.10.0.1
100
100
100;TOO.
100
100
100
60
60
60
60
-v-'. 0"
0
0
HOL
0
0
0
0
.60
6 0
60
60
60
:
'.:ft^ -' 60 ''''
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
.60
60
60
60
0
0
0
VAC
0
0
0
0
60
'•; 60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
0
0
0
PROFILE
HR SUN
..1 _. 0
;
:'-
;2
3
,»5,
~7
8
vl'O
11
12
>13
~15
16
,17
19
20
.21
i22
23
•'•;.'•-;,' 0
0
0
0
"""""o
0
100
ri'S'ioO'
100
100
-.100
100
100
100
,100
-.100
0
0
. Q
— - 0,
0
0
MON
0
o •>"-'•
0
0
0.
0
0
100
,,,.,,,100,,
~
:&M 1 0 0 "' K: -I100 ""
100
.100
100 .
100
100
. .100 ,
100
100
100
. ,100 .
. „ 0.
0
0
EXHAUST
TUE WED
0. 0
n
0
0
0
0
0
100
100
100
100
100
1.0.0
100
100
100
100.
100
100
100
100
.0
0
0
. ..0
0
0
0
_ 0
0
100
„„...! 00
iVJ, 0 0
100
100
. 100
100
100
100
100
'._ 100
100
100
,100
o
0
0
FANS
THR
. , 0 .,
o
0
0
0, . ..
0 i
Q
100
-10.0W
_.:io.oja
100
100
.100.,,i^ ioo.,^
100
100
100_
10.012
100
100
100 ,
„ _0. j_
0
0
FRI
. ,0
,.10
0
0
o
0
0
100
r.iooLiioo
100
100
,-,10.0
100
100
100
„ 1 00
* .
:>1 o 0
"100
100
.,100
, _0
0
0
SAT
.„ o
.- .0
0
0
0
' ' • o
0
100
100
';ii;2i.o^ o
100
100
-.,..100
,^ i_100
100
100
_ 100
- ..100
100
100
., ,100
^ o
~o
0
HOL
0
, .. 0
0
0
, .0
0
0
0
_-,JOO...
'sasioo
100
100
,,,_,ioo..
-Kil 0 0 ,
100
100
100
„ 100
0
0
0
. 0
0
0
VAC
0
0
0
0
, 0
0
0
0
100
100
100
100
100
.100
100
100
100
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
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TABLE C-6 (continued)
RETAIL STORE ENERGY USE PROFILES
(% of Base Utility Load)
PROFILE
HR SUN
,. 1. 0
'.2.
" 3 ""
4
,..,.5 ,.
i;. 6 ...
7
8
,9Uo,
11
12
,13....
:
 1 t
u4.,,:,
15
16
v1?,,-
19~"
20
21
:22 ?'
23
24
;• 0,,.
0
0
0
0
0
0
, , 0
,30,
60
60
..,,,..60..
,V ; , 6 0 •
60
60
:w.60..,,
'"'•"'30
0
0
0
.,.^. ,0 : .
0
. 0
PROFILE
HR
1
..-2- ••>-
3
4
;r.5,,.,
7
8
9.,.,,
10.--
11
12
13 •„,,-
15
16
,17.,.,.
48
19
20
,21.-
>22-.-.
23
24
SUN
100
100-
100
100
100...
:ioo •
100
100
.100...,.
1 0 0 -• -•
100
100
,100,-.,100 2
100
100
100,-,
-1 0 0
100
I'OO.
100
,100".-'-
100
100
5 -
MON
0
, 0
0
0
„,,..,,., o
0
""" o'
50
,,.....50
100
100
100
. :,100
100
100
100
'•; • 100
50
0
0
0
0
0
. - . , - . '
6 -
MON
100
:, 100 -
100
100
.,100,,
,100 -i
100
100
.,.100 ,
,100
100
100
,-100 ,
.ni oo-
100
100
,100 ...
; 100
100
100
100,.,
:,100 •
100
100
COOKING
TUE WED
0,. 0
0 „
0
0
0
r- :'yC' ^"'':\
0
50
,. ..50 ,
.., 100.,-,
100
100
,.,,10 Q,
100 r
100
100
100
0
0
0
......... 0 „
«-A •, • 0 "
_0_
50
.,„ 50 ,
""100"
100
:
 1 00
100
100
...100..
•
r
~Il.O 0.21-1 00.
50 50
0
0
0
0
0
FOOD
TUE
100 .
.,.' 100 -'•-
100
100
,,,.,100,,,..,
•^-1 Q0.---.i-
100
100
.,,.100.,:.,,.-
100
100
.,„,.! 00~~r~~.
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TABLE C-6 (continued)
RETAIL STORE ENERGY USE PROFILES
(% of Base Utility Load)
PROFILE
HR.
™~1
*''2ii
""3"
4
.,,.5,,,
I-f 6'-'
V
8
9
Sol11
12
.13™
H4V5
15
16
,17
18
"l9
20
21...
22,-
23
24
SUN
-rr_,5..
; -••£;;/' .h."5*>
"""" 5"
5
„„,.,. 5_.iiiriis .1
5
' 20
_^ 2.0,,
.iii^ ii 30 -;
30
30
_^«,3D™Sbsi&so^ -
30~
30
, 30
— ..30-
20
20
,,,^.1.0,,
_^_- .
 5-
. 5
7 -
MON
,^.-.,,,,,5
..::,-;,/-;,:g
""' """5
5
. 10
AjWlO
20
20
,,_,30
.-•^ 4'4b
60
60
60
_1_"60
40
40
„- 40
_30
30
20
~~20
iS^ 20
5
5
DOMESTIC HW HEATER
TUE
^ ^ 5
.^ £^ 2?^ 5"vJ;'
""5
5
,„,..„ 10
./' >i,'4410 Hi..... .^ .^.
20
.,.,^..30^3.
""-jo"^ "
60
60 _
'*60 :\_.™ ^^.
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40
 r
30-. -
30
20
,.,^20^
"" 5
5
WED
._,5.,iii" 5". ^...
5
...1ft,
1£10I;
20
20
ntv30*.
"~6 0 ~
60
.,,6.0,
' 60'<
40™
40
40
3^0,
30
20
,...20..
2^0^
5
5
THR
^^  5,^ __a
"^'J'-'iAS'^ v
•"""""•'
 5 •""•
5
10iSi:o'2S
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30
5SSS.4.0S
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60
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„. , , 4 0 _
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30"
20
fm^ r. 2 0,.,,,,
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5
5
FRI
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f'i • '10 -•'•'•
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,,._»3 0»^
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60
,^..60,,..
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. .«0..
-^ .SO-
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20
.^ 20_
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 5_
5
SAT
,^ ,5
,.i>^ ," t^
5
5
w,.,10.
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-
 2Q
20
,...30;
.; • ^ o
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,.,,,.60
»_= 60
40
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... 30
30
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i'sV:-20
5
5
HOL
^ ^ ^5
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5
5
r^-.^ 5
~t,.i™i:''.'5
5
20
20
/•x'-":.v30
30
30
,„„ ,^ ,,^ 30
'" ""• -*3 0
30
30
. 30
30
"20
20
,,,^.,10
•'.
 xijV:'ro
5
5
VAC
.~5.rr!
'-?F?- 5''
5
5
«-,,,. ,,-,,5,,
•-,i; '.'• -;' 5-
5"
20
20
3lll30''
30
30
.. 30
.-,.,' 30
30
30
,. 30
30
20
20
,^,.,.10,
5
5
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TABLE C-7
BUILDING DESIGN INPUTS: HOSPITAL
Building Size:
- Roof
- Walls (not including glass)
- Glass
- Gross Floor Area
29,563 ft2 (2,746 M2)
39,228 ft2 (3,644 M2)
5,040 ft2 (468 M2)
118,867 ft2 (11,043 M2)
Master Ceiling Height
Average U-Factors
- Roof
- Walls
- Glass
9 ft (2.74 M)
BTH/°F-ft2
0.077
0.188
0.600
kWt/°C-M2
0.438
1.068
3.410
Maximum Occupancy: (see occupancy profile #2 attached)
Indoor Conditions:
- Summer
- Winter
72°F (24°C),
75°F (24°C),
50% Relative Humidity
50% Relative Humidity
Infiltration, Air Changes Per Hour
- Zones 6 and 7 1.5
- Zones 2 and 9 0.8
- Zone 8 0.5
- Zones 1 and 3 0.3
- All Other Zones 0.0
C-ll
TABLE C-8
BASE UTILITY LOADS: HOSPITAL
LOAD
Interior Lighting and
Recepticles
Exterior Lighting
Exhaust Fans
Cooking Equipment
Food Service Refrigeration
Individual Units - Domestic
Hot Water Heating
VALUE (kW)
309
10
16
46
3
293
PROFILE #
1
0
6
5
6
3
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TABLE C-9
HOSPITAL ENERGY USE PROFILES
(% Of
PROFILE
HR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
SUN
50
50
50
50
50
50
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
50
• 50
50
50
PROFILE
HR SUN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
60
60
60
60
60
70
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
70
60
60
60
1 -
MON
60
60
60
60
60
75
80
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
75
60
60
60
2 -
MON
70
70
70
70
70
75
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
75
70
70
70
Base Utility Load)
INTERIOR LIGHTING
TUE
60
60
60
60
60
75
80
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
75
60
60
60
WED
60
60
60
60
60
75
80
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
75
60
60
60
OCCUPANCY
TUE WED
70
70
70
70
70
75
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
75
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
75
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
75
70
70
70
THR
60
60
60
60
60
75
80
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
75
60
60
60
THR
70
70
70
70
70
75
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
75
70
70
70
FRI
60
60
60
60
60
75
80
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
75
60
60
60
FRI
70
70
70
70
70
75
95
95
95$5
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
75
70
70
70
SAT
50
50
50
50
50
50
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
50
50
50
50
SAT
60
60
60
60
60
60
70
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
70
TIP
60
60
HOL
50
50
50
50
50
50
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
; 75
75
75
50
50
50
50
HOL
60
60
60
60
60
70
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
70
.,,^..0.
60
60
VAC
50
50
50
50
50
50
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
"^ •'75'
75'
75
75
•"7:"75":
75-
75
50
50
50
50
VAC
60
60
60
60
60
70
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
70r r':r*o"
60
60
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TABLE C-9 (continued)
HOSPITAL ENERGY USE PROFILES
(% of Base Utility Load)
PROFILE
HR
1
2
3
ft
5 •
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1*
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
SUN
10
10
10
12
15
30
45-
50
60
60
55
57
65
70
60
40
40
50
50
35
25
1.5
10
5
3 -
MON
10".
10
10
15 .
15
30
45
70-
65
50
65
70
75
70
60.
50
50
60
50
40
25
15
15
15
DOMESTIC
TUE
10
10
10 ,
15
15
30
45
70
65
50
65
70
75
70
60s
50
50.
60
50
40
25
15
15 ,
15
WED
10
10
10
15
15
30
45
70
65
50
65
70
75
70
60
50
50
60
50
4.0
25
15
15
15
HOT WATER HTG
THR
10
10
10
15
15
30
45
70
65
50
65
70
75
70
60
50
50
60
50
40
25
15
15
15
FRI
10
10
10
15
15
30
45
70
65
50
65
70
75
70
60
50
so ,:
60
50
40
25
15
15
15
SAT
10
10
10
12
15
40
50
60
65
55
60
60
70
65
55
40
42
45
55
35
20
10
5
5
HOL
10
10
10
12
15
30
45
50
60;
60
55
57
65^
70 .
60
40
40
50
50
35
25
15
10
5
VAC
10
10
10
12
15
30
45
50
60
60
55
57
65
70
60
40
40
50
50
35
25
15
10
5
PROFILE
HR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10. .
11 ;
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
SUN
15
15
15
15
15
25
35
45
50-
55'
60
60
60
60
65
60
60
60
55
50
40
30
25
25
4 -
MON
15
15
15
15
15
25
45
65
60
75
80
75
75 .
80
85
90 .
85
75
60
60
35
30
30
30
VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION .:
TUE
15.
15
15 -
15
15^
25
45
65
60
75
80
75
75
80-
85
90
85
75
60
60
35
30
30
30
WED
15 -
15
15
15
15
25
45
65
60
75
80
75
75
80
85
90
35
75
60
60
35
30
30
30
THR
15
15
15
15
15
25
45
65
60
75
80
75
75
80
85
90
85
75
60
60
35
30
30
30
FRI
15
15
15
15
15
25
45
65
60
75
80
75
7.5
80.
85:
90:
35
75
60
60
35
30
30
30
SAT
15
15
15
15
15
25
40
50
60
70
65
65
65
70
75
70
65
65
60
55
40
30
25
30
HOL
15
15
15
15
15
25
35
45
50
'" 55
60
60
60
" 6 0 "
65
60
60
60
55
50
40
30
25
25
VAC
15
15
15
15
15
25
35
45
50
55
60
60
60
60
65
60
60
60
55
50
40
30
25
25
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TABLE C-9 (continued)
HOSPITAL ENERGY USE PROFILES
{% of Base Utility Load)
PROFILE
HR SUNi «•i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2$
u
0
0
0
10
40
70
70
70
50
70
70
70
60
60
40
40
50
10
0
0
0
0
0
5 -
MON
0
0
0
10
40
70
70
70
50
80
80
80
60
60
60
60
50
10
0
0
0
0
0
COOKING FOOD PREP8SANIT EQPT
TUE WED THR FRI SAT HOL
0
0
0
0
10
40
70
70
70
50
80
80
80
60
60
60
60
50.
10'
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
40
70
70
70
50
80
SO
30
60
60
60
60
50
10
0
0
0.
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
40
70
70
70
50
80
80
SO
60
60
60
60
50
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
10
40
70
70
70
50
80
80
80
60
60
60
60
50
10
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
o
10
40
70
70
70
50
70
70
70
60
60
40
40
50
10
0
0
o
o
o'
o
o
0
10
40
70
70
70
50
70
70
70
60
60
40
40
50
10
nU
oV
0V
nU
0
VAC
nv
nW
nu
10
40
70
70
70
50
70
70
70
60
60
40
40
50
10
0
PROFILE
HR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
SUN
100
100
10.0
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
6 -
MON
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
EXHAUST FANSfcFODD REFRIGERAT
TUE
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
-100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
WED
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
.100
100
100
100
100
100
100
ICO
100
100
100
100
100
100
THR
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
FRI
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
SAT
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
HOL
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
VAC
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
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TABLE C-9 (continued)
HOSPITAL ENERGY USE PROFILES
(% of Base Utility Load)
PROFILE
HR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
SUN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
0
0
0
0
0
7 -
KON
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
0
0
0
0
0
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
TUE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
0
0
0
0
0
UED
G
0
0
0
C
0
0
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
0
0
0
0
0
THR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
70
70
70
70
70
70 .
70
70
70
70
70
0
0
0
0
0
FRI
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
0
0
0
0
0
SAT
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
0
0
0
0
0
HOL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
0
0
0
0
0
VAC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
0
0
0
0
0
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APPENDIX D
END-USE LOAD PROFILES
BUILDING:
LOCATION:
.SEASON:
FIGURE D-l
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
Low-Rise Apartment
Washington, D..C.
Winter •. . '.
PERCENT
Space Cooling
Electric Demand
Hot Water Heating
Space Heating
100—
100 Percent = 40.2 kWt for Items C, H, and S
137 kWe for Item E
LEGEND:
HOUR OF DAY
D-l
FIGURE D-2
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Low-Rise Apartment
LOCATION: Washington, D.C.
SEASON: Summer
PERCENT
100 Percent = 101 kWt for Itams C, H, and S
100—
90
80—
70"
60"
50—
ao--
JO—
20..
10 —
0 —
LEGEND
C =
E =
H =
S =
346 kWe for Item E
Space Cooling
Electric Demand
Hot Water Heating
Space Heating
HOUR OF DAY
D-2
FIGURE D-3
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Low-Rise Apartment
LOCATION: Chicago, Illinois
SEASON: Winter
PERCENT
100"
80—
70—
50—
80—
JO—
20—
10—
0—
100 Percent = 83 kWt for items C, H, and S
LEGEND:
234 kWe for Item E
C = Space Cooling
E = Electric Demand
H = Hot Water Heating
S = Space Heating
HOUR OF DAY
D-3
FIGURE D-4
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Low Rise Apartment
LOCATION: Chicago, Illinois
SEASON: Summer
PERCENT
1 1 1 1 1 1 1i i i i i i i i t i i i i i i i
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
too—
90
00—
TO—
60-
50—
ao—
30—
20—
10—
o—
100 Percent = 92 kWt for Items C, H, and S
LEGEND:
C
E
H
S
314 kWe for Item E
Space Cooling
Electric Demand
Hot Water Heating
Space Heating
HOUR OF DAY
D-4
FIGURE D-5
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Low-Rise Apartment
LOCATION: Dallas, Texas
SEASON: Winter
PERCENT.
100 Percent
LEGEND:
30 kWt for Items C, H, and S
103 kWe for Item E
Space Cooling
Electric Demand
Hot Water Heating
Space Heating
1
HOUR OF DAY
D-5
FIGURE D-6
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Low-Rise Apartment
LOCATION: Dallas, Texas
SEASON: Summer
PERCENT
100--
90
80 —
TO —
60-»
50-
30-*
0—i
100 Percent = 26 kwt for Items C, H, and S
LEGEND:
89 kwe for Item E
C
E
H
S
Space Cooling
Electric Demand
Hot Water Heating
Space Heating
HOUR OF DAY
D-6
FIGURE D-7
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Retail Store
LOCATION: Washington, D.C.
SEASON: Winter
PERCENT
Space Cooling
.Electrical.Demand
Hot Water Heating
Space Heating
XXXXXX.i tXXXJOCX)U(XXXXXXXXKXJtXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
100 Percent =
i on—
61 kWt for Items C, H, and
208 kW0 for Item E
HOUR OF DAY
D-7
FIGURE D-8
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Retail Store
LOCATION: Washington, D.C.
SEASON: Summer
PERCENT
100 Percent = 342 kWt for Items C, H, and S
1166 kw for I tem._H.
HOUR OF DAY
D-8
BUILDING:
LOCATION:
SEASON:
FIGURE D-9
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
Retail Store
Chicago, Illinois
Winter
PERCENT
100 Percent = 91 kWt for Items C, H, and S
3QQ kW^ for It-em E
LEGEND :
50 t
--I—
V
80—t
t
= Space Cooling
= Electrical- Demand
H = Hot Water Heating
_.S_. = Space Heating
HOUR OF DAY
D-9
FIGURE D-10
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Retail Store
LOCATION: Chicago, Illinois
SEASON: Summer
PERCENT
80—'
100 Percent = 342 kwt for Items C, H, and S
11G7 Tor Item E—
LEGEND:
C = Space Cooling
E = Electrical Demand
H = Hot Water Heating
—S = Space-
HOUR OF DAY
D-10
FIGURE D-ll
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Retail Store
LOCATION: Dallas, Texas
SEASON: Winter
PERCENT
100 —
100 Percent = 169 kwt for Items C, H, and S
577 kWe for Item E
LEGEND:
80—
70—
63 —
50—
30 —
20—
10 —
0 —
C
E
H
S
Space Cooling
Electrical Demand
Hot Water Heating
Space Heating
i i
i t
6
i i i
i i i
12
1 1 I
1 1 1
18
HOUR OF DAY
D-ll
BUILDING:
LOCATION:
SEASON :
FIGURE D-12
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
Retail -Store
Dallas, Texas
Summer
PERCENT
ico—"
100 Percent = 361 kwt for Items C, H, and S
1231 kw for Item E
C = Space Cooling
E = Electric Demand
H = Hot Water Heating
S = Space Heating
HOUR OF DAY
D-12
BUILDING:
LOCATION:
SEASON :
FIGURE D-13
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD. PROFILE
Hospital
Washington, D.C.
Winter
PERCENT
100 Percent = 360 kWfc_for Items C, H, and S
1227 kWe for Item E
133—j
LEGEND:
C = Space Cooling
K = Electric-Itemand
H = Hot Water Heating
P = Process Steam
so—> S = Space Heating
0—
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
0
1 1 1
1 1 1
!••
1 1
I 1
1 1 I
1 1 I
1 1 I
1 I 1
12
I 1
1 1
I
1
1 I
1 1
I B
1 1 I
I 1 1
1
1
**4
l
1
24
HOUR OF DAY
D-13
FIGURE D-14
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Hospital
LOCATION: Washington, D.C.
SEASON: Summer
PERCENT
100 Percent = 534 kWt for Items C, H, and S
1821 kWe for Item E
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FIGURE D-15
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Hospital
LOCATION: Chicago, Illinois
SEASON.: Winter
PERCENT
100 Percent = 520 kWt for Items C, H, and S
1774 kW0 for Item S
LEGEND:
90 C = Space Cooling
E = El^rj-hrir; Demand
H = Hot Water Heating
P = Process Steam
80— S = Space Heating
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FIGURE D-16
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Hospital
LOCATION: Chicago, Illinois
SEASON: Summer
PERCENT
1JQ-y LEGEND;
so—
70—
100 Percent = 520 kwt for Items C, H, and S
1774 kwe for Item E
C = Space Cooling
E = Electric Demand-
H = Hot Water Heating
P = Process Steam
S = Space Heating
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FIGURE D-17
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Hospital
LOCATION: Dallas, Texas
SEASON: Winter
PERCENT
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80—
70--
100 Percent = 298 kWf. for Items C, E, and 3
LEGEND:
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o—•
1015 kwe for Item E
C = Space CooJling
E = Electric Demand
H = Hot Water Heating
P = Process Steam
S = Space Heating
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FIGURE D-18
TYPICAL HOURLY LOAD PROFILE
BUILDING: Hospital
LOCATION: Dallas, Texas
SEASON: Summer
PERCENT
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100 Percent = 551 kwt for Items C, H, and S
1879 kW0 for Item E
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APPENDIX F
HVAC EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
APPENDIX F
HVAC EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The performance characteristics of certain HVAC equipment
were assumed to vary either as a function of operating level or ambi-
ent temperature. Specifically, chiller performance was assumed to
vary with operating level, and heat pump heating performance was as-
sumed to vary with ambient temperature. Vapor compression and ab-
sorption chiller performance assumptions are described in Sections
F.I and F.2, respectively. Heat pump performance assumptions are
described in Section F.3.
F.1 Vapor Compression Chiller Performance
Vapor compression chiller performance was assumed to vary with
chiller loading as shown below. It was assumed the chiller's co-
efficient of performance, COP, could be expressed as:
COP = [(0.9685)x3 - (0.2351)x2 + (2.237)x + 1.892] • x (F-3)
where x = equipment operating level, as a fraction of rated load.
This performance relation is plotted in Figure F-l.
F.2 Absorption Chiller Performance
The part-load performance characteristics of absorption chillers
were approximated using a piecewise linear function of chiller op-
erating level x, as plotted in Figure F-2.
F.3 Heat Pump Heating Performance
Heat pump heating performance was assumed to be relatively
constant versus operating level. However, the effect of the ambient
F-l
Coefficient of
Performance (COP)
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Operating Level, Fraction of Full Load
1.0
Figure F-l. Vapor Compression Chiller COP versus Operating Level
F-2
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0.8 I
0.6 .
0.4 J
0.2
I I I r
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Operating Level, Fraction of Full Load
Figure F-2. Absorption Chiller COP versus Operating Level
F-3
(outside) temperature TR on heat pump performance was modeled,
r\
The assumed functional relationship is plotted in Figure F-3.
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APPENDIX G
FUEL CELL LOAD DURATION CURVES
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(Annual Peak Load = 60 kW)
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Figure G-1 Annual Load Duration Curve for Low-Rise Apartment
Building,
Washington, D.C.
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Figure G- 2 Annual Load Duration Curve for Low-Rise Apartment
Building,
Chicago
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Figure G-4 Annual Load Duration Curve for Retail Store,
Washington, D.C.
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"APPENDIX H
SAMPLE RELIABILITY CALCULATION
H.I Service Reliability Index
A loss of energy probability measure was selected, for this
study of on-site fuel cell systems because such systems could pre-
sumably meet some fraction of the building's electrical load even
when one or more of the total number of fuel cell modules was out
of service. Specifically, a percent service reliability index
(SRI) was calculated as:
0_T _ Annual Energy Demand-Annual Demand Not Served inns. m ^^SRI
 , Annual Energy Demand '. xlOO% (H-l)
For this study, the value of SRI, thus calculated, was required to
be approximately equal to (but not less than) 99.88 percent.
H.2 OS/IES vs. Conventional Supply Reliability Assessment
Since an on-site fuel cell system with a utility grid tie-in
would automatically provide the customer with service reliability
at least equal to that provided by conventional utility services,
the reliability evaluation for comparison purposes applies only to
the on-site fuel cell system options with no utility tie-in.
The method that was used is an adaptation of conventional
utility loss-of-energy approaches, and relates the probabilities of
operation in various fuell cell supply system capacity states to the
annual load shape reflected at the fuel cell to determine the proba-
bilistic magnitude of the annual energy requirement not served.
Fuel cell system designs were then adjusted by adding or removing
fuel cell modules until the reliability margin equaled that of the
conventional utility supply. It was assumed that the fuel cell
H-l
power plant design consisted of a discrete number of identical
fuel cell modules of equal capacity. The fuel cell module forced
outage rate was three percent.
A fuel cell electrical (output) load duration curve for each
building application was the main input to the calculation procedure.
The following simple example illustrates the reliability cal-
culation methodology. Figure H-l represents three 300 kW fuel cell
modules each with an assumed three percent forced outage rate. Al-
so shown are the calculated probabilities for existence of various
capacity states. Figures H-2 and H-3 show a hypothetical building
daily load shape and associated load duration curve, respectively.
Table H-l shows the calculation of probabilistic energy (kW-hr)
lost (or not served) by the fuel cell supply system in serving the
24-hour building load demand. As the table shows, this requires
determination of:
i) the various capacity states;
ii) the energy lost if each capacity state existed
throughout the entire 24-hour period (area under
load curve or load duration curve bordered by
the respective capacity state);
iii) the probability that each capacity state will
exist at any time throughout the 24-hour
period;
iv) the probabilistic energy lost (B x C), or not
served in a 24-hour period for each capacity
state; and
v) the total energy not served for all possible
capacity states.
The reliability calculations performed in this study need the annual
load duration curves"presented in Appendix G.
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FIGURE H-l
FUEL CELL SYSTEM CAPACITY STATES
300 kW
F.O.R. = 3%
300 kW
F.O.R. = 3%
300.kW
F.O.R. = 3%
CAPACITY STATE PROBABILITIES
*P(9QO) = (.97) (.97(.97) =. .912673
P(600) = (.9T)(.97) (.03) 3 = .084681
P(300) = (.97) (.03) (.03)3 =.002619
P(0) = (.03) (.03) (.03) = .000027
1.000000
*P (x) = Probability of x-kW available fuel cell capacity.
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FIGURE H-2
BUILDING 24 -HOUR LOAD SHAPE
LOAD (kW)
M 8 10 12N 2 6 8 10
FIGURE H-3
BUILDING LOAD DURATION CURVE
LOAD (kW)
600
500 -
8 10 12N 14 16 18 20 22 24
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TABLE H-l
LOSS-OF-ENERGY PROBABILITY CALCULATION
(A)
CAPACITY
AVAILABILITY
STATE
(kW)
900
600
300
0
(B)
ENERGY LOST
IF AT
STATE (A)
ALWAYS*
(kW-Hrs)
0
0
2000
6500
(C)
PROBABILITY
OF
STATE (A)
.912673
.084681
.002619
.000027
(D)
PROBABILISTIC ENERGY
LOST IN SERVING
2 4 -HOUR LOAD
(kW-Hrs)
0
0
5.238
.176
Total Energy Demand Not Served = 5.414 kWh
(sum of entries in Column D)
Loss of Energy Probability = 6500-5.414 „ 99 ,6500 " yy.yi/-
* Area under load duration curve but above capacity stated in
Column A.
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TABLE 1-1
FUEL CELL SYSTEM EQUIPMENT LIST
LOW-RISE APARTMENT BUILDING
EQUIPMENT ITEM
Type A Fuel Cell
Electric Vapor Com-
pression Chiller
Absorption Chiller
Air/Water Heat Pump
Electric Resistance
Space Heater
Supplemental Package
Boiler
Type B Fuel Cell
Electric Vapor Com-
pression Chiller
Absorption Chiller
Air/Water Heat Pump
Electric Resistance
Space Heater
Supplemental Package
Boiler
Type C Fuel Cell
Electric Vapor Com-
pression Chiller
Absorption Chiller
Air/Water Heat Pump
Electric Resistance
Space Heater
Supplemental Package
Boiler
CHICAGO
QTY
12
1
1
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
1
1
SIZE
6 kWe.
70.4 kWt
88.0 kWt
29.3 kWt
20 kWe
88.0 kWt
6 kWe
70.4 kWt
88.0 kWt
29.3 kWt
20 kWe
88.0 kWt
6 kWe
70.4 kWt
88.0 kWt
29.3 kWt
20 kWe
88.0 kWt
LOCATION
WASHINGTON
QTY
12
1
1
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
1
1
SIZE
6 kWe
70.4 kWt
106 kWt
29.3 kWt
20 kWe
88.0 kWt
6 kWe
70.4 kWt
106 kWt
29.3 kWt
20 kWe
88.0 kWt
6 kWe
70.4 kWt
106 kWt
29.3 kWt
20 kWe
88.0 kWt
DALLAS
QTY
12
1
1
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
1
1
SIZE
6 kWe
70.4 kWt
106 kWt
14.7 kWt
20 kWe
88.0 kWt
6 kWe
70.4 kWt
106 kwt
14.7 kWt
20 kWe
88.0 kWt
6 kWe
70.4 kWt
106 kWt
14.7 kWt
20 kWe
88.0 kWt
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TABLE 1-2
FUEL CELL SYSTEM EQUIPMENT LIST
RETAIL STORE
EQUIPMENT ITEM
Type A Fuel Cell
Electric Vapor Com-
pression Chiller
Absorption Chiller
Air/Water Heat Pump
Electric Resistance
Space Heater
Supplemental Package
Boiler
Type B Fuel Cell
Electric Vapor Com-
pression Chiller
Absorption Chiller
Air/Water Heat Pump
Electric Resistance
Space Heater
Supplemental Package
Boiler
Type C Fuel Cell
Electric Vapor Com-
pression Chiller
Absorption Chller
Air/Water Heat Pump
Electric Resistance
Space Heater
Supplemental Package
Boiler
LOCATION
CHICAGO
QTY
12
1
1
1
1
1
13
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
SIZE
60 kWe
352 kWt
880 kWt
88.0 kWt
40 kWe
235 kWt
55 kWe
352 kWt
880 kWt
88.0 kWt
40 kWe
235 kWt
67 kWe
352 kWt
880 kWt
88.0 kWt
40 kWe
235 kWt
WASHINGTON
QTY
11
1
1
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
1
1
13
1
1
1
1
1
SIZE
67 kWe
352 kWt
880 kWt
88.0 kWt
40 kWe
235 kWt
61 kWe
352 kWt
880 kWt
88.0 kWt
40 kWe
235 kWt
56 kWe
352 kWt
880 kWt
88.0 kWt
40 kWe
235 kWt
DALLAS
QTY
12
1
1
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
1
1
15
1
1
1
1
1
SIZE
61 kWe
352 kWt
880 kWt
88.0 kWt
40 kWe
235 kWt
61 kWe
352 kWt
880 kWt
88.0 kWt
40 kWe
235 kWt
48 kWe
352 kWt
880 kWt
88.0 kWt
40 kWe
235 kWt
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TABLE 1-3
FUEL CELL EQUIPMENT LIST
HOSPITAL
EQUIPMENT ITEM
Type A Fuel Cell
Electric Vapor Com-
pression Chiller
Absorption Chiller
Air/Water Heat Pump
Electric Resistance
Space Heater
Supplemental Package
Boiler
Type B Fuel Cell
Electric Vapor Com-
pression Chiller
Absorption Chiller
Air/Water Heat Pump
Electric Resistance
Space Heater
Supplemental Package
Boiler
Type C Fuel Cell
Electric Vapor Com-
pression Chiller
Absorption Chiller
Air/Water Heat Pump
Electric Resistance
Space Heater
Supplemental Package
Boiler
LOCATION
CHICAGO
QTY
11
1
1
1
1
1
14
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
SIZE
120 kWe
352 kWt
1408 kWt
264 kWt
70 kWe
293 kWt
100 kWe
528 kWt
1232 kWt
352 kWt
60 kWe
293 kWt
120 kWe
352 kWt
1408 kWt
264 kWt
70 kWe
293 kWt
WASHINGTON
QTY
11
1
1
1
1
1
14
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
SIZE
130 kWe
528 kWt
1232 kWt
352 kWt
60 kWe
293 kWt
100 kWe
704 kWt
1056 kWt
440 kWt
45 kWe
293 kWt
130 kWe
528 kWt
1232 kWt
352 kWt
60 kWe
293 kWt
DALLAS
QTY
14
1
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
1
1
1
SIZE
100 kWe
704 kWt
1056 kWt
440 kWt
5 kWe
293 kWt
140 kWe
528 kWt
1232 kWt
352 kWt
60 kWe
293 kWt
140 kWe
528 kWt .
1232 kWt
381 kWt
None
Required
293 kWt
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APPENDIX J
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The primary economic parameter calculated for this study was
the levelized annual cost of the respective conventional and fuel
cell energy systems.
This levelized annual cost is defined as the minimum constant
net revenue required each year of the life of the energy system to
cover all expenses, the cost of money, and the recovery of the ini-
tial investment. This is the capital investment analysis approach
commonly used by electric utilities; however, the methodology is
equally applicable to other investments.
The levelized annual cost was computed as follows:
levelized annual cost = levelized fixed charges
+ levelized operating costs
- levelized revenue
(The only revenues that were considered here were those from the
sale of electric power to the utility as discussed in Section 7.2 of
this report.)
J.I Applicability of the Method
Comparing two investment alternatives on the basis of minimum
cost is meaningful provided that revenues are unaffected by the
investment. In that case, the minimum cost system will maximize
profits. The assumption that revenues are unaffected is valid
for many capital investments. Even where revenues do change as a
result of the investment, the method can be employed provided the
change in revenues is small, and can be predicted with reasonable
certainty. In this case, revenues can be credited against costs to
arrive at a net cost.
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Inherent in the method are several other assumptions, all of
which must be satisfied if the method is to be employed. These are;
(a) the investment is made at the start of the service
life;
(b) the investing organization can be treated as a
limitless pool of money with unchanging ratio
of debt to equity;
(c) cost of debt, cost of equity, and tax rates
are constant throughout the service life; and
(d) the investing organization pays sufficient in-
come tax each year to take full advantage of
the investment tax credit.
J.2 Groundrules
The following general groundrules or assumptions were applied
to all economic analyses:
(a) general inflation (i.e., the change in the value
of the dollar) was assumed to be zero;
(b) real escalation rates (i.e., changes in costs of
specific items higher or lower than the change in
value of the dollar) were explicitly accounted for;
(c) income taxes were included in the analysis;
(d) investment tax credit was included in the analysis
and was treated as a reduction in first year's
taxes;
(e) other taxes were assumed to be a percentage of
the capital investment in the first year;
(f) insurance costs were assumed to be a percentage
of the capital investment in the first year;
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(g) insurance costs and other taxes were assumed
not to escalate;
(h) salvage or residual values were assumed to be
zero;
(i) cost increases during construction (due to capital
cost escalation and cost of capital) were included
in the analysis;
(j) load factors and capacity factors were held constant
throughout the economic life of the investment and
were assumed to be an average annual value;
(k) the value of the cost of capital used in the analysis
was consistent with the assumption of zero inflation; and
(1) the after-tax cost of capital was defined as:
m = (1-t) . fDiD + fcic
where f = ratio of debt capital to total capital
f_, = ratio of common equity capital to total capital
in, i_, are the costs of debt and common equity
assuming zero inflation, respectively
t = composite federal, state, and local income
tax rate.
(m) retirement dispersion was neglected;
(n) flow-through accounting was assumed throughout;
(o) the levelized cost computed was the net cost (i.e.,
the gross levelized cost less credit for revenues
that result from the investment, such as sales of
electric power to the utility grid;
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(p) net levelized cost was expressed in reference-
year dollars;
(q) since the purpose of this analysis was to deter-
mine the net energy cost, the cost of capital
(and not the desired rate of return) was used
in the analysis;
(r) capital cost escalation was assumed zero;
(s) state and local taxes and insurance were assumed
to be a fixed percentageof the capital invest-
ment, C;
(t) straight-line book and tax depreciation were assumed
in all cases; and
(u) the magnitude of the capital investment at time zero
was equal to the capital cost estimate in constant
year dollars adjusted for cost increases during con-
struction as described below.
Let K be the capital cost estimate (as distinct from ex-
penditure or investment) of the energy system to be ex-
pressed in constant year dollars. K does not include
interest or escalation during construction or working
capital. The C, the capital cost expenditure used in
the rate of return analysis, was defined as follows:
C = k - K (J-l)
m
where
i j. ^ • a. T ^ a. 0.418mL , T. ~»k = cost of capital factor = e (J-2)
m
K = capital cost without cost of capital or es-
calation during construction
L = design and construction time, years
J-4
(V) the levelized fixed LFC was computed as follows:
LFC = C ' FCR (J-3)
where
FCR = fixed charge rate
C = capital investment as defined in equation j-1
(w) the fixed charge rate FCR was computed using the follow-
ing equations (reference 1, Appendix E):
CRF
m/nB } [ 1 - t ' (DEP) - c ) (J-4)
(1-t)
CRF = capital recovery factor for the after-
m/nB tax cost of capital m and the economic
life nB
t = tax rate
c = investment tax credit rate
DEP = levelized depreciation factor, as defined below
m = after-tax cost of capital at the assumed infla-
tion rate
The term DEP is given by:
DEP = 1/n CRF for straight-line depreci- (J-5)
B
ation
(x) expenditures and revenues occurring over the economic
life of the investment was levelized as follows. For
costs (or revenues) that vary at a constant annual rate:
LC = PQ - (CFRm/n/CRFk/n) (J-6)
where
P = the cost (or revenue) in year j = 0
J-5
k = (1 + m)/(l + e + i ) - 1 (J-7)
e = constant annual escalation rate
P
i = constant annual inflation rate
o
For costs that are constant no levelizing is necessary.
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APPENDIX K
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
RATE SCHEDULE FOR STANDBY SERVICE
• 1-6X04 NO. »O
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
San Francisco, California
Revised Cal. P.IF.O. Slu-nt No. G971-
Cancelm*: Rrvisr.d Cal. J'.U.C. Sheet No. GDOO
Schedule No. S-l
STAND-BY SERVICE
APPLICABILITY
This schedule Is applicable to stand-by or breakdown service to customers whose premises an1 ropn-
larly supplied. In whole or In part, with electric energy from a privately owne<l source of supply; to
auxiliary service to customers who at times take service (by means of a double-throw switch) from
another public Utility; and to other electric service where the Utility must provide reserve capacity anil
stand ready at all times to supply electricity, but where the use of electric service is not of a usual, regu-
lar or continuous character.
TERRITORY
The entire territory served.
RATES
Customer Charge in addition to any other Customer Charge
Stand-by Charge per lew of Contract Capacity:
(Subject to voltage adjustment as provided In Special Condition 11)
Where customer's plant or other source employs Co-generation Technology or
utilizes Renewable Resources as the energy source (as denned in Special
Condition 13) _ -
All other service
Stand-by Charge per kw of Contract Capacity, excess off peak service(Subject to voltage adjustment as provided in Special Condition 11)
Reactive Demand Charge (in addition to Stand-by Charge)
per kvar of maximum reactive demand
Per Meter
Per Month
$5.00
0.75
0.95
0.40
0.15
Demand and Energy Charges (in addition to Stand-by Charge):
The Regular Schedule Applicable (see Special Condition 1) including the Customer Charge.
If any, the minimum charges. Energy Cost Adjustment, Fuel Collection Balance Adjustment, and
all other provisions of said schedules.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
1. Regular Schedule Applicable: Stand-by service, either alone or in combination with other load
through the same meter, shall be billed in conjunction with that rate schedule wbich would be applicable
to customer's total load including that portion of customer's load for which stand-by service is provided
2. Allowance For Customer'* Plant Maintenance: After a customer has been connected to Utility's
system under this schedule and Its plant has been in operation for a period of six months, for that
portion of the Contract Capacity that may be out of service for scheduled maintenance in the months
of February. March. April and/or November, such outages up to 30 consecutive days per calendar year
will be i<?nored for the purposes of determining demand charges under the Regular Schedule Applicable.
This allowance shall be made only If the customer submits to the Utility (a) 90 days' prior notice of
Intent to perform maintenance and (b) records showing to the satisfaction of the Utility what part of
the load on the Utility's system in any of the aforementioned months was due to such scheduled main-
tenance. The Utility,.at its sole option, may defer irustomer's scheduled maintenance subsequent to
which deferral an outage for maintenance will be allowed in accordance herewith. Notice of such
deferral. If any. shall be given by the Utility not less than 60 days prior to customer's scheduled outage,
eicept In event of an emergency. Where maintenance is performed during a part of one or more of these
months, this provision shall apply only during that part. One allowance each calender year for a partial
outage for maintenance for each unit of a multiple unit source or pair of outages of up to 72 hours, for
each of one or more units, to remove and replace all or a portion of customer's source shall be made in
accordance with the foregoing during the months specified.
(continued)
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San Francisco, California
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Schedule No. S-l
STAND-BY SERVICE
(Continued)
3. Experimental Allowance For Unconventional Generation: Regardless of other stand-by require-
ments and charges therefore, there shall be no customer or stand-by charges hereunder for any class
of service for up to 300 kw of unconventional generation. Unconventional .generation is electric gener-
ation by wind power; solar beat, either direct conversion or steam; steam where the energy source Is
rubbish, animal waste or other waste fuel not a fossil fuel or a derivation thereof; tidal or wave energy;
geothennal energy; and such other sources as the Utility may permit for this allowance from time to
time. Service under this allowance is subject to all other applicable provisions of this schedule and
tariff, including a service contract. This special condition is experimental and its application may be
terminated by the Utility at its sole option at any time. Upon notice to customers of such termination,
this special condition will remain in effect as to customers then served hereunder for a period of 60
calendar months thereafter.
4. Parallel Operation: Any customer served hereunder may operate its generating plant in parallel
with Utility's system if customer's plant Is constructed and operated in accordance with Utility's re-
quirements. However, a customer who operates its plant in parallel mnst assume responsibility for protec-
ting the Utility and other parties from damage resulting from negligent operation of the customer's
facilities, except where the damage results from the Utility's requirements. The Utility will provide at
Its expense the normal metering equipment for the size and type of load served. The Utility will provide
at the customer's expense other metering equipment on both the service and the alternate source as
determined to be necessary by the Utility. Meters installed hereunder shall not allow reverse registration.
5. Circuit Breaker Setting: Where a circuit breaker is used to limit the maximum load upon the
Utility's system, the Contract Capacity may be based upon the setting of such circuit breaker, in which
case it will be 80% of the load in kva at which the circuit breaker will open instantaneously. Such
circuit breaker setting will not be reduced during the contract period, but may he increased upon request
of the customer and the signing of a new 3-year contract.
6. Demand: When the Utility's service is used for stand-by'(either alone or in combination with other
load through the same meter) and the customer submits to the Utility records showing to the satisfaction
of the Utility what part of the load on the Utility's system In any month was due to scheduled shutdown,
forced shutdown or failure of customer's plant (or other source) or a portion thereof for which a stand-by
charge Is being paid, then the Contract Capacity used to determine charges hereunder in that month will
be reduced by a number of kilowatts equal to the number of kilowatts of metered demand caused by such
shutdown or failure and for which a demand charge under the Regular Schedule Applicable (in excess
of the stand-by charge) is paid in that month. Increases in metered demand resulting from abnormal
Utility system operation will he ignored for the purpose of determining demand charges under the Regular
Schedule Applicable during the iirst hour after the event causing such demand.
7. Contract: This schedule is applicable only on a 3-year contract when stand-by service is first
rendered in any instance and year by year thereafter. If the customer at any time increases the capacity
of the customer's plant (or other source) or Increases the connected load served therefrom, the customer
shall promptly so notify the Utility and the Contract Capacity shall be redetermined under the provisions
of Special Condition 3 below to be applicable for the month In which such increase occurs and thereafter
for so lens as such contract shall remain In force or until such contract is again changed in accordance
with the provisions hereof.
8. Limitation on Contract Capacity Served: Stand-by service to new or increased loads is limited to tho
Utility's ability to serve such loads without jeopardizing service to existing customers on rate scbodulrs
providing for lirm scryjce. including stand-by service. In the event stand-by service to any load or com-
bination of loads is rohised by the Utility, the Utility shall notify the Public Utilities Commission of the
State of California (Commission) in writing, setting forth for the fuD particulars of the matter. Stand-by
service to any installation of over 25,000 kilowatts or of an unusual character will require a special con-
tract which shall be subject to approval of the Commission.
9. Contract Opacity: The Contract Capacity to be used for billing under the above rates shall be as
set forth in the customer's contract for service. For nexi- or revised contracts under Spnctal Condi! i:in 7
above, tho Contract Capacity shall be numerically equal to the loss™ of (a) the norm:i! rated capacity
of the customer's K.-m-r:ittnc facilities at unity power fnctor jilus similarly ralod cap:icity from any source
other than tho Utility's system, (h) th« maximum nmoimt of connected load in kva which can bo served
simultaneously from th* customer's generating plant plus capai-irjr trom any source other than the
Utility's system, or (c) 80% of the circuit breaker setting as provided! under Special Conditon 5 above.
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10. Reactive Demand: When the customer's plant (or other source) is operated in parallel with the
Utility's system, the customer will so design and operate his facilities that the reactive current require-
ments of the portion of the customer's load supplied from the customer's plant (or other source) are not
supplied at any time from the Utility's system. In the event customer places a reactive demand on the
Utility in any month in excess of 0.1 kvar per kw of Contriict Capacity, the Keactive Demand Charge shall
be effective that month and each month thereafter until the customer demonstrates to the Utility's
satifaction that adequate correction has been provided:
11. Voltage Adjustment: The above stand-by charges are applicable without adjustment for voltage
when delivery is made at transmission voltage (60 kv and above). When delivery is made at the standard
primary distribution voltage at 2 kv or above available in the area from the Utility's distribution line or.
where the Utility has elected to supply service at a standard primary distribution voltage from a trans-
mission line, for its operating convenience, from Utility-owned transformers on the customer's property,
the above charges for any month will be increased by lOtf per kw of contract capacity. When (a) delivery
Is made at less than 2 kv, or (b) when delivery is made by means of Utility-owned transformers at a
distribution voltage other than a standard primary distribution vollage, or (c) when delivery is made at
a voltage that requires more than one stage of transformation from transmission voltage, the above
charges for any month will be increased by 25tf per kw of contract capacity.
The Utility retains the right to change its line voltage at any time, after reasonable advance
notice to any customer affected by such change, and such customer then has the option to change his
system so as to receive service at the new line voltage or to accept service through transformers to be
supplied by Utility subject to the voltage adjustment above.
12. Excess Off Peak Service: Excess off peak stand-by service is available only where the Regular
Schedule Applicable is Schedule No. A-22 or A-23 and applies to service which is provided only during
the off peak periods specified therein and which is in excess of other stand-by service, if any.
13. Definition!:
(a) Co-generation Technology — the use for the generation of electricity of exhaust steam, waste
steam, heat, or resultant energy from an industrial, commercial, or manufacturing plant or
process, or the use of exhaust steam, waste steam, or heat from a thermal powerplant for an
Industrial, commercial, or manufacturing plant or process.
(b) Renewable Resources — those sources of energy which are not diminished by use for electric
generation, including wind power; solar heat, either direct conversion or steam; steam where
the energy source is rubbish, animal waste or other waste fuel not a fossil fuel or a derivation
thereof; tidal or wave energy; and geothennal energy. The use of renewable resources may
or may not employ Co-generation Technology.
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APPENDIX L
BASE CASE NUMERICAL RESULTS
Table L-l
LEVELIZED ANNUAL COSTS; LOW-RISE APARTMENT BUILDING
(1978 Dollars)
Cost Item
W
A
SH
IN
GT
ON
CH
IC
A
G
O
D
A
LL
A
S
Fixed Charge
Gas
Purchased Power
O&M
Insurance &
Local Taxes
TOTAL
Fixed Charge
Gas
Purchased Power
O&M
Insurance &
Local Taxes
TOTAL
Fixed Charge
Gas
Purchased Power
O&M
Insurance &
Local Taxes
TOTAL
Conventional
System
All-
Electric
2,777
26,952
1,920
1,548
33,197
2,777
27,277
1,920
1,548
33,522
2,777
29,798
1,920
1,548
36,043
Gas &
Electric
2,661
6,255
15,580
4,128
1,483
30,107
2,661
7,551
14,857
4,128
1,483
30,680
2,661
5,393
19,088
4,128
1,433
32,753
Fuel Cell
Type
A
10,487
16,976
6,456
5,845
39,763
10,202
16,065
5,974
5,687
37,928
10,247
17,545
6,477
5,712
39,981
B
9,859
13,912
6,483
5,495
35,750
9,575
12,988
5,975
5,337
33,875
9,627
14,267
6,444
5,366
35,703
C
9,646
16,101
6,358
5,377
37,482
9,375
15,110
5,849
5,225
35,559
9,420
16,653
6,325
5,251
37,648
L-l
Table L-2
LEVELIZED ANNUAL COSTS: RETAIL STORE
(1978 Dollars)
W
AS
HI
NG
TO
N
CH
IC
AG
O
DA
LL
AS
Cost Item
Fixed Charge
Gas
Purchased Power
O&M
Insurance &
Local Taxes
TOTAL
Fixed Charge
Gas
Purchased Power
O&M
Insurance &
Local Taxes
TOTAL
Fixed Charge
Gas
Purchased Power
O&M
Insurance &
Local Taxes
TOTAL
Conventional
System
All-
Electric
13,522
156,197
15,000
7,525
192,244
18,714
148,663
15,000
10,414
192,790
13,522
168,400
15,000
7,525
204,447
Gas &
Electric
8,941
14,240
104,985
8,970
4,975
142,111
10,162
14,244
94,070
8,970
5,655
133,102
9,149
9,268
121,567
8,970
5,091
154,045
Fuel Cell
Type
A
35,478
117,762
26,790
19,743
199,772
35,146
111,148
26,380
19,558
192,233
35,543
130,868
27,300
19,779
213,490
B
30,130
102,009
26,550
16,767
175,456
29,727
95,877
26,110
16,543
168,256
30,299
114,836
27,140
16,861
189,135
C
28,421
111,829
26,090
15,816
182,156
28,278
106,178
25,580
15,736
175,772
28,772
122,732
26,780
16,011
194,295
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Table L-3
LEVELIZED ANNUAL COSTS: HOSPITAL
(1978 Dollars)
Cost Item
W
A
SH
IN
G
TO
N
CH
IC
A
G
O
D
A
LL
A
S
Fixed Charge
Gas
Purchased Power
O&M
Insurance &
Local Taxes
TOTAL
Fixed Charge
Gas
Purchased Power
O&M
Insurance &
Local Taxes
TOTAL
Fixed Charge
Gas
Purchased Power
O&M
Insurance &
Local Taxes
TOTAL
Conventional
System
All-
Electric
20,785
670,121
25,200
2,106
718,212
19,262
697,929
25,200
1,952
744,343
21,039
622,151
25,200
2,132
670,522
Gas &
Electric
12,725
204,035
256,660
18,060
1,289
492,769
12,075
188,163
253,960
18,060
1,223
473,481
12,725
227,495
260,436
18,060
1,289
520,005
Fuel Cell
Type
A
47,042
347,431
66,140
4,766
465,379
43,235
338,074
64,380
4,381
449,969
48,021
358,160
67,270
4,866
478,317
B
39,788
257,367
67,450
4,031
368,637
39,438
272,209
67,520
3,996
383,164
38,570
287,818
64,830
3,908
395,127
C
36,530
302,782
64,260
3,701
407,273
34,007
289,916
63,330
3,446
390,699
36,124
306,412
63,120
3,660
409,316
Table L-4
ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION; LOW-RISE APARTMENT BUILDING
Type of Energy
W
A
SH
IN
GT
ON
CH
IC
AG
O
DA
LL
AS
Gas Consumption, 10 kJ
Purch. Electricity, 106 kWh
Purch. Electricity, 10 kJ
Equiv. Res. Electricity,
106 kJ
TOTAL Energy, 10^ kJ
Gas Consumption, 10^ kJ
Purch. Electricity, 106 kWh
Purch. Electricity, 106 kJ
Equiv. Res. Electricity,
10^ kJ
TOTAL Energy, 1061 kJ
Gas Consumption, 10 kJ
Purch. Electricity, 106 kWh
Purch. Electricity, 106 kJ
Equiv. Res. Electricity,
106 kJ
TOTAL Energy, 106 kJ
Conventional
System
All-
Electric
591.6
2,132
6,580
6,581
598.8
2,158
6,661
6,661
654.1.
2,357
7,276
7,276
Gas &
Electric
1,473
342.0
1,233
3,804
5,277
1,778
3,261
1,175
3,627
5,406
1,270
419.0
1,510
4,660
5,930
Fuel Cell
Type
A
3,997
3,997
3,783
3,783
4,131
__-_ • •
4,131
B
3,276
3,276
3,058
3,058
3,359
•
3,359
C
3,791
3,791
3,558
3,558
3,921
3,921
L-4
Table L-5
ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION: STORE
Type of Energy
W
A
SH
IN
G
TO
N
CH
IC
A
G
O
D
A
LL
A
S
Gas Consumption, 10 kJ
Purch. Electricity, 106 kWh
Purch. Electricity, 106 kJ
Equiv. Res. Electricity,
106 kJ
TOTAL Energy, 106 kJ
Gas Consumption, 106 kJ
Purch. Electricity, 106 kWh
Purch. Electricity, 106 kJ
Equiv. Res. Electricity,
10S kJ
TOTAL Energy, 10 '^ kJ
Gas Consunption, 10° kJ
Purch. Electricity/ 106 kWh
Purch. Electricity, 106 kJ
Equiv. Res. Electricity,
106 kJ
TOTAL Energy, 106 kJ
Conventional
System
All-
Electric
3,395
12,235
37,762
37,762
3,231
11,643
35,936
35,936
3,674
13,240
40,865
40 ,865
Gas &
Electric
2,878
2 ,802
10,095
31,158
34,037
3,271
2,566
9 ,249
28,546
31,817
2,376
3,162
11,395
35,171
37,547
Fuel Cell
Type
A
31,024
31,024
29,283
29,283
34,482
34,482
B
26,891
26,891
25,256
25,256
30,258
30,258
C
29,458
29,458
2 7 , 9 7 4
- •
27 ,974
32,333
32,333
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Table L-6
ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION: HOSPITAL
Type of Energy
W
AS
HI
NG
TO
N
CH
IC
AG
O
D
A
LL
A
S
Gas Consumption, 10 kJ
Purch. Electricity, 106 kWh
Purch. Electricity, 10 kJ
Equiv. Res. Electricity,
106 kJ
TOTAL Energy, 10^ kJ
Gas (jonsumption, 10^ kJ
Purch. Electricity, 106 kWh
Purch. Electricity, 10 6 kJ
Equiv. Res. Electricity,
10s kJ
TOTAL Energy, 10^ kJ
Gas Ccnsunption, 10° kJ
Purch. Electricity, 106 kWh
Purch. Electricity, 106 kJ
Equiv. Res. Electricity,
106 kJ
TOTAL Energy, 10 6 kJ
Conventional
System
All-
Electric
14,533
52,378
161,659
161,659
15,132
54,538
168,327
168,327
13,487
48,609
150,027
150,027
Gas &
Electric
75,688
5,714
20 ,594
63,890
139,245
71,364
5,656
20,384
62,912
134,277
82,016
5,796
20,890
64,474
146,490
Fuel Cell
Type
A
90 ,964
90 ,964
88,512
88,512
93,776
93,776
B
67,383
67,383
71,264
71,264
75,351
73,351
C
79,271
79,271
75,907
75,907
80,225
80,225
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